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'Great lawyer,
great friend'
remembered

TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
Some of as many as 750 participants in Murray's first-ever United States Tennis Association Kentucky Mixed Doubles
Championship get into the action at courts on the Murray State University campus Saturday morning. The event drew a large
crowd of amateur tennis players.

Weather challenges tennis players
State's USIA praises time, effort put in by Murray State University
By HOLLY WISE
Special Correspondent
Though not a deterrent, the weekend rain
did create a challenge for the nearly 750 tennis players and supporters who came to participate in the Kentucky United States
Tennis Association Mixed Doubles
Tournament hosted in western Kentucky for
the first time.
Jan Pigg, a player and volunteer from
Murray, said they had to play catch-up all
weekend because the rain put so many
matches behind. Players had to drive to
either Kenlake State Park or the Paducah
Country Club to complete their matches in
indoor facilities.
"If the weather had just let us alone, it'd

have been perfect," said Pigg.
Teams were forced to play back-to-back
games and teams with only six or seven
players suffered.
"You get tired, sore, pull a muscle," player David Rose said, stretching before his
final match. "The weather changes the
whole dynamics of everything. I'm just
hoping we can get our match in."
Despite the rain, players were enjoying
themselves in Murray and western
Kentucky..
"Murray is very nice," said Rose, who
drove 436 miles from Ashland.
Dan Phelps, a fellow competitor from
Ashland, said people have been helpful and
friendly.

"Local businesses have been cooperatise
and MSU's been great," USTA's marketing
director Lana Wilson said.
Most of the tournaments were held on
MSU's Purcell Tennis Courts and fans and
players used the Curris Center's restroom
facilities and snack bar.
"We are fortunate to have University
facilities," she said.
Murray State's generosity even made an
impact on parents and grandparents, many
of whom commented that their kids and
grandkids should even make MSU their college choice.
The championship matches were scheduled to be played this (Monday) morning at
the Purcell Tennis Courts.

was done in
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
the course of
Staff Writer
Former city attorney Don representing
Overbey will be remembered as an individual
someone who quietly helped or organization
or the city. You
people.
Overbey, 70, died Saturday see the results
morning following an extended he achieved,
but you don't
illness.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home understand the
sacrifices and
is in charge of arrangements.
Overbey
A Murray native, Overbey struggles that it
was city prosecutor from 1965- took to get there.And that's how Overbey
69 and 1974-75, city judge from
1970-74, city attorney from wanted it.
"He treated everybody equalMurray
198 I -2004,
Independent Schools Board of ly and did the very best he could
Education attorney from 1971- for his clients. He will be
2001 and assistant county attor- missed," said Calloway County
Circuit Court Clerk Linda
ney from 1999-2000.
Attorney Chip Adams began Avery, who worked for Overbey
practicing with Overbey in 1997 for 28 years before assuming
and was named partner in 2001. her elected office in January.
Their names hang on the door at "He did a lot of things for people, and he didn't necessarily
291 Main St.
"He was a great man, great want anybody to know about."
Murray Mayor Tom Rushing
lawyer and great friend," Adams
said. "His contributions to the recalled his childhood days of
community won't ever be
known because so many times it II See Page 2A

Rain prompts city
to lift burn ban
Staff Report
The city received enough rain over the weekend to make
burning conditions safer.
Murray Fire Chief Michael Skinner said this morning that
the weekend was wet enough to improve the dry, hazardous
conditions that led to several brush fires in the area.
The county's burn ban was lifted Friday.
If city residents want to burn something, they still have to
get a permit from the Murray Fire Department. Firefighters
approve the materials residents want to burn and instruct them
about where they can build the fire.
For more information on burning in the city, contact MFD
at 762-0320.

Ky. gubernatorial Youth, seniors team up for humane project
candidate pledge to
keep fighting drugs
By ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. tAP) - Sheriff Marvin Lipfird and his
deputies rounded up 20 more drug dealers last week in Harlan
County and confiscated another load of prescription painkillers destined for eastern Kentucky's
black market.
The drug problem. Lipfird said, just doesn't
seem to be going away. despite the best efforts of
local, state and federal authorities.
*We need more personnel,' said Lipfird, who
has seven deputies helping him patrol an expansive mountain county that has been ravaged by
illegal drugs and by increases in other crimes
addicts commit to get money to feed their habits.
Retcher
"There's not one family in this county that has
not been affected by the drug problem, whether
directly Of indirectly." Lipfird said.
Republican Gov. Ernie Fletcher and his
Democratic challenger, Steve Beshear. say they
have strategies to help Kentucky communities hit
hard by illegal drugs. Both are promising to continue the war on drugs if they win the Nov.6 election.
Lipfird and other sheriffs in rural counties hope
that translates into more money to hire deputies for
the front lines.
Beeheer
Lawrence C'ounty Sheriff Garrett Roberts, a

III See Page 3A
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By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
First United Methodist's
youth teamed with the church's
seniors group to help take care
of some of God's creation.
A dozen or so teenagers
worked Saturday with members
of the church's Primetimers to
construct shelters for local dogs.
Dog Days was an idea First
UMC Youth Director Danielle
Schwettman brought to Murray
after seeing another youth group
in Tennessee do a similar service project. Then she contacted
Humane Society of Calloway
County
volunteer
Tom
Rottinghaus, who also is a
church member.
"It's an unusual project in the
way that usually we go out and
build for senior citizens,"
Schwettman said. -This is
another way to serve God's
other creatures."
But Schwettman wanted to
add some experience to the mix,
so the youth group partnered
with the senior adult ministry,
which has some members who
know a bit more about carpentry.
"It's a generational program
that brings teenagers and senior
adults together to do a project
for the animals in the communi-

ERIC WALKER/Ledger & Timers
Warren Toler, left, drills a part for a dog house under construction with Jake Wrye, right, and Cullen Crouch Saturday at
Murray First United Methodist Church
she said.
ularly meets a couple times a
Primetimers' Harold Finn month and was glad to help with
said that the seniors groups reg- this project.

Wilti A HOUSE
United Way of Murray/Calloway

The Grand Home Give-A-Way!
Tickets On Sale Now - $1004•
Only 4,000 W111 Be Sold!
rickets are available at BRAT Bank, Heritage Bank, The Murray Beni
Regions Bank, and US Bank or you nay also purchase tickets by
contacting the United Way of Musray/Calloway County
by calling (2701 753-0317 or go on the web at www.unitedwayrisccors

"When
(Schwettman)
brought this idea up, the two of
us thought it would be a good
project to get the youth and old
folks together,- Finn said. "The
idea being the men in our group
with carpentry skills can take a
group of the youth and teach
them a little something, and,
more than that, get to know •
them."
Finn said some of those with
carpentry skills did some prep
work of cutting pieces of wood,
but saved plenty of work for the
youth.
"The more we can do with
the young people, the better off
we'll all be," Finn said about the
generational interaction. "It's
the kind of project to help one
another and help a community
organization at the same time."
Some supplies were donated
while cash was contributed to
buy the other necessary materials for the multi-age group to
build and paint dog houses.
And they had a special touch
that sets them apart from other
dog houses. Take Schwettman's
daughter's color preference.
"Hers will be pink,"
Schwettman
said
about
Madison, a Calloway County

•See Page 2A
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Gabrielle weakens to depression

—

NC.(AP)—

NAGS HEAD.
struggling to stay
organized as it pulled away from
the North Carolina coast, weakened trom a tropical storm to
tropical depression early today.
the National Hurmane Center
said
The storm lost many of its
rainmaking clouds over land.
and its maximum sustained wind
weakened to 15 mph as It MOVed
farther out over the Looler water
of the Atlantic
forecasters expected it to he
absorbed by a stronger non-tropical weather system and stay far
out at sea
At 5 in EDT. Gabrielle's
center was about 140 miles
north-northeast
of
Cape
Hatteras
The storm's small center
made landfall along the Cape
Lookout National Seashore on
Sunday morning. then passed
hack into the Atlantic near kill
Devil Hills less than 12 hours
later
Other than some MOM en
lent wind, road flooding and a
hit it MrILOIne fain. Gabrielle
left tourists and surfers largely
unimpressed
-If you think of what might
have been as it approached US. I
would say that we're in sery
/tin& --shape.' said -- Dorothy_
Malian, a spokeswoman tot
County
Dare
Emergency
Management
Although some isolated spots
had significant rainfall
inure
than It Mt hrs in Beaufort
pre
capitation only reached a handful
of eastern North Carolina coon
ties
The entire state is gripped by
drought. particularly in western
and
counties. and there
Was hope the fast
,,t the

GabnclIc.
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TOM BERRY tedwr & Times
COOL TUNES AND COOL
TREATS: Youth participating
in the Playhouse in the Park
production of -High School
Musicar (above) give a preview performance of the
Ferry service to Ocracoke upcoming event during the
Island resumed Monday morn- annual Ice Cream Festival at
ing, after being suspended Murray-Calloway
Central
Sunday
afternoon,
said Park Saturday afternoon At
Ikpartment of Transportation
right, Stephanie Parmley, 4,
spokesman Ernie Seneca.
was one of hundreds of
Gabrielle developed_ Soto a
- young and not-so-young ice
subtropical storm friday before
Cream lovers who enjoyed a
spinning into a full tropical systree dish or cone
Despite
tem Saturday. Thc system had
the rain, the annual event
spent several days stalled in the
Atlantic along an old frontal attracted a large crowd to the
park
houndary
AP

Tounsts walk through the surf at high tide in Nags Head, N C
Sunday A mostly punchless Tropical Storm Gabrielle washed
ashore Sunday in North Carolina, crawling slowly along the
state's famed Outer Banks without chasing vacationers from
the shore or surfers from the beach
ktlaritic hurricane season to
reach North Carolina would proside relief
-We're glad we didn't hase
any flooding or wind damage.
hut the rain would has been
40-lia Jamaica_
4-v1,kt-sworn:in tor the state
Department of Crone Control
and Public: Safety
The
National
Weather
Scrsice said I'S feet of water
triirti Pamlico St pond covered
parts of Highway 12 near Salso.
tomition %poi for user-wash
losilan said the road was
reopened early Monday after
being closed for about 1 hours
het auw of the water

-This has gisen us a little
practice run for humcanes.- said
Cumtuck County spokeswoman
Diane Sawyer "You don't wish
to have a storm. but if you No(
to have one it's a good one 10
base

progress
PRIMARY CARE MEDICAL
CENTER'S NEW FACILITY
Primary Care Medical Center
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NASHINGION tAll-Sen Larry Craig was to file
cumuli documents today asking to
withdraw his guilty plea in a sex
sting that seems likely to end his
career, his attorney said.
Craig. an Idaho Republican.
pleaded guilty in August to disorderly conduct following a
song operation in a men's bathroom at the Minneapolis airport
He has said he regrets that
decision, which he said he made

St
St

hl

hastily and without talking to an
attorney. He said he was under
stress and pleaded guilty only to
put the matter behind him.
Attorney William Martin
said Sunday night that a request
to withdraw that plea would be
tiled Monday. Such requests are
rarely granted
Martin would not discuss the
argument he planned to make in
court.
Martin said he was not

involved in discussions about
Craig's future in the Senate.
Craig originally announced he
would resign at the end of the
month, then said he was reconsidenng that decision. His chief
spokesman later said Craig had
dropped virtually all notions of
trying to finish his third term.
"My job is to-getfilesback4cs -whefe he was before his rights
were taken away,- Martin said.

II Youth, seniors ...
From Front
High School freshman "It's a
tun project They'll got to use
their credits iiy and learn a skill
that will help them sense"
And the local Humane
Society appreciates the service
Rottinghaus said the dog
houses are donated — sortiemw'. permanently and other
times just temporanly — to pet
owners who can't afford all the
necessities
Sometimes the
county's animal control officer

•Overbey

will respond to complaints
About dogs being tied up without a shelter, so Humane
Society volunteers step in.
"There's nothing worse than
having somebody in need of a
dog house and not having one
for them.- Rottinghaus said.
"Last January. I answered a
complaint that the animal control officer responded to and
these people had three dogs.
One of the dog houses was
made out of chicken wire.
"Chicken wire in January
doesn't do much. So we took
them some dog houses and we
took them straw for bedding
rtiatenal
Rottanghaus said the dog

houses that are donated to local
residents are usually given to
the Humane Society by former
pet owners who don't need their
dog houses any more or people
who find new ones on sale.
Other times groups like the one
at First United Methodist
Church have a building project.
"We're just tickled to death
to get any donation like this,Rottinghaus said of Dog Days.
"We normally deal with people
who can't afford to get it on
their own. There are a lot of
dogs who can suffer through the
winter, but why have them suffer when they can be more comfortable-

playing football with Overbcy
"He was a tough little guy
who always worked hard."
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
Rushing said
That characteristic carried • A second-degree assault case was opened after an earlier incident at an Irvin Cobb Road location was reported at 10:21 a.m.
user into his professional life
"He was a real asset for Friday
many, many years at the City of •A trailer was reported stolen from Shoemaker Road at 3:09 p.m.
A theft case was opened
Murray Of all the attorneys. he
• A two-vehicle injury crash was reported on U S 641 South at
knew more about Kentucky law 4:39
p.m EMS. Murray Fire Department and Hazel Fire
regarding cities than any guy in Department also responded
the state." Rushing said. -If you • A caller from Almo Shiloh Road reported at 5 12 a.m Saturday
had a problem with anything that the hood pins were taken out of his vehicle causing the hood
that pertained to city gosern- to fly up and hrt the windshield A theft case was opened
rnent. he'd get it valved
• An air conditioner was reported stolen from a Lancaster Road
location at 9 07 a rn A third-degree burglary case was opened
• A third-degree criminal mischief case was opened after someone on Dowdy Trail reported at 11 13 a m that something was
poured on a porch and stained it
• Criminal mischief was reported on Dowdy Trail at 4 17 p m
NOTICE
Murray • A caller from Deerpath Trail reported at 4 51 p m several Items
▪
The
Independent
of stolen A theft case was opened
Board
Education is scheduled to • A caller from a U S 641 South location reported at 9 56 p m
meet at 7 p m on Thursday, that someone broke her trailer's window
Sept 13 in the board room of •A caller from Reiman Drive reported at 9 50 a m Sunday a mailthe Carter Administration box was destroyed overnight
Building on S 13th St On • A trailer was reported stolen from Bnnn Road at 12 12 pm A
the agenda is approval of tax case was opened for theft by unlawful taking more than $300
Calloway County Fiera-Rescue
rates for the 2007-08 school
year. approval of a working • A cotn held was on fire at 11 05 a.m. Friday The blaze was
budget a discussion of drug extinguished
and alcohol policy and an • A grass fire was reported at 1:48 p.m. on Brinn Road It was
emergency first reading on extinguished
graduation • A grass fire was reported on US.641 Souin at 2:21 p m
changes
in
Murray Stale University Pollen Depoirnem
requirements The board will
conduct a public hearing at • A blue parking pent* was reported stolen at 12.39 p.m
6 30 p m to gather com- Thursday A report was taken for theft by unlawful taking less
ments on the proposed tax then S3C0
rates for the coming year • A parking permit was reported stolen at 222 p.m from a vehibefore final approval is made cle parked behind Franklin College A report was taken for theft
and will also meet after the by unlawful taking leas than $300
regutarty-sctseduled meeting • A student told a Racer Patrol officer that a jacket was stolen
to conduct business as the from a bicycle in front of Regents Cortege Thursday night A
report was taken for theft by unlawful taking lees than $300.
MISD Finance Corporation
— Information Is obtained from reports, logs
•To report a Town Crier
and citations from various agencies
dem. call 753-1918

SlierlifFirePoliceLess

Tormerier

MEDICAL ARTS BUILD'NG • MURRAY KENTUCKY
1000 SOUTH 121H STREET MURRAY KENTUCK*
• 92 • WWW.PR1MARYCAREMEDCENTER COM
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Craig to ask court to rescind plea

From Front
The new f('3(*t' WI ir• • :• • -; October 1, 2007 at the corner of 12th Street
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?-e mi.ct technologically advanced
and Glendale k‘ • to .5
•‘• !'a nirPti :Antes The facility will be fully &gird,
outpatient med,ci•
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iin'L*tmes We ore bioud to offer our commitment
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Cable provider decides to run McConnell ad

kentuckylnBrief
Eastern Kentucky University wants to
boost enrollment to 20,000
RICHMOND. Ky. tAP
Eastern Kentucky University officials have revealed a plan to boost enrollment by nearly 5,000 by
the year 2020.
The board of regents discussed the "20K2020" plan on Saturday
afternoon.
"By the year 2020, we're expected to graduate approximately
3,400 persons with bachelor's degrees," he said. "That would imply
that the full-time equivalent enrollment would be approximately be
20.000 students. That's where the designation of the name of the
plan comes from. Twenty thousand undergraduates by the year
2020."
The business plan stresses the importance of reaching out to a
22-county area.
"We want to emphasize the idea that it isn't just Richmond and
Madison County." said Dr. Charles Haywood, dean of the College
of Commerce. "But, that we have a 22-county area that we serve.
My view is that, if we're going to double the (enrollment) numbers
or increase to 20,000, you have to go out and get them.
The university's preliminary enrollment for fall 2007 is 15,643,
and 13.491 of those are undergraduates. The total enrollment has
increased 0.9 percent from last year.
To help with student retention, the university plans to enhance
and expand support services for at-risk students and provide more
financial aid for students from economically depressed areas.

Strip search suit against
McDonald's headed to trial
SHEPHERDSVILLE. Ky.(AP)— A civil suit filed by a woman
who was forced to strip in a McDonald's back office at the behest
of a caller posing as a police office goes to trial this week.
The victim, Louise Ogborn, is seeking $200 million from the fast
food chain for the events that took place at its Mount Washington
restaurant.
The bizarre 2004 case has been featured on ABC Primetime,
MSNBC and Court TV.
Ogborn claims McDonald's failed to warn her and other employees about a hoax caller who had already struck 32 other McDonald's'
stores and as many as 130 other fast-food restaurants and retail
stores across the nation.
"It is an interesting collision of forces goinelei -battle over a
bizarre set of facts," said William McMurry,a Louisville lawyer. "It
will be either a zero verdict for the plaintiff or a gazillion dollars. I
have never seen as sensational a case as this, with so much to lose
on both sides."
Lawyers for McDonald's declined to comment on the pending
trial.

Low tech monks going high tech
to lure recruits
TRAPPIST. Ky.(API — A group of low tech monks in central
Kentucky have gone high tech in an effort to boost their numbers.
Monks at the Abbey of Gethsemani, better known for its
medieval rhythms of prayer and manual labor, has turned to the
Internet in an effort to find recruits for the monastic life.
The monks have signed on with a Florida-based marketer that
finds,people interested in becoming Roman Catholic priests, monks
or nuns, then matching them with dioceses or religious communities.
--some people have--eallad me a head/minter for_ monks." Siai
Natalie Smith of Coral Springs, Fla., who runs the donor-funded
Web site, VocationsPlacement.org. "I'm not a headhunter. People
are doing what they want to do.... I'm just here to help them."
The early returns on the experiment have been promising, said
the Rev. Damien Thompson, abbot of the Trappist monastery.
Gethsernani has seven men in the stages of becoming monks, plus
four others who have taken final vows in the past five years.
But Smith's work, which has funneled prospects to monthly
exploratory visits here. is "a real gift," Thompson said.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - Kentucky's
largest cable television provider has
switched course in deciding to air a commercial claiming Republican Senate leader
Mitch McConnell inappropriately helped a
nonprofit group obtain $8.3 million in
grants because of its ties to a lobbyist who is
a former McConnell assistant.
McConnell campaign spokesman Justin
Brasell called the ad "patently untrue" and
said the campaign might again try to keep
the ad off the air.
The commercial originally was scheduled to air Thursday during the University of
Louisville football game on ESPN2, but it
was pulled from Insight Communications

Inc.'s rotation after the National Republican
Senatohal Committee complained that the
ad was inaccurate.
Saody Colony, a spokeswoman for
Insight, said the company at first chose not
to show the ad in an attempt to "exercise
prudent judgment," but after lawyers
reviewed the ad Friday, the company decided it could air.
Brasell said the decision to air the ad was
the result of "weak-kneed lawyers at the television stations."
David Donnelly, national campaigns
director for the Public Campaign Action
Fund, which produced the ad, said the group
would attempt to air it Monday during

ESPN's "Monday Night Football" broadcast.
The ad claims that McConnell inappro-.,
pnately helped a Kentucky nonprofit group.
Voice for Humanity, obtain $8.3 million in.,
grants to distribute digital voice recorders in..
Afghanistan and Nigeria because the group.,
based in Lexington, was represented by..
McConnell's former chief of staff, Hunter.
Bates.
The ad notes that Bates helped
McConnell raise $120,000 in campaign
funds. The ad goes on to say that while sup-porting grants for the company, McConnelt.
voted against purchasing body armor for
troops in Iraq.

III Fighting drugs ...
From Front
member of the Kentucky
Sheriffs Association board of
directors, said increases in drug
crimes have led to a more pressing need for additional deputies
across the state.
"The prescription drug problem is huge." Roberts said.
Fletcher took office nearly
four years ago at a time when
the state still was trying to get a
grip on a drug problem so
severe that some officials were
calling
it
"a
scourge."
Prescription painkillers. had
become the drug of choice in the
mountainous eastern half of the
state. Homemade methamphetamitie had taken
in the west• •hold
• .
...
ern half.
The governor set up a state
agency specifically to tackle the
problem, ramped up a prescription drug tracking system. funded 10 treatment centers for
addicts, and pushed legislation
through the General Assembly
to limit the availability of the
ingredients needed to make
methamphetanaine.
"We have cleaned up drugs in
Kentucky," Fletcher said in
response to a questionnaire from
The Associated Press.
Beshear. responding to the
same AP questionnaire, said
drug abuse remains "a severe
problem" across the state.
"It is time state and local
government, law enforcement
officials, treatment professionals, and educators join together
comprehensive attack on
this epidemic," he said.
Beshear said he wants to
expand drug treatment, detoxification and education.
"The money taxpayers save
in reduced crime and decreased
law enforcement costs would
more than pay for the costs of
these programs." he said. "A,

governor, 1 would work to
expand programs into every
county in the state that will
emphasize law enforcement,
treatment and education."
Sheriffs say beefed up efforts
by federal and shue.law enforcemem agencies have helped to
put hundreds of drug dealers
behind bars, but new dealers
quickly take their places.
County
Martin
Sheriff
Gannon Preece said 80 percent
of the arrests made by him and
his tour deputies are drug-relat-

ed. And although they turn up
drugs like marijuana and
methamphetamine, the biggest
problem remains prescription
pills, including the painkiller
OxyContin.
The drtig, dubbed "hillbilly
heroin"
in
drug-ridden
Appalachian communities, has
been blamed for hundreds of
deaths across the country in
recent years. Addicts crush the
pill into a powder and snort it.
In 2006, 484 people died
from drug overdoses in

Kentucky, according to the state
medical examiner's annual
report. Hillbilly heroin was the,'
chief cause in 16 percent of th
deaths.
Despite the best efforts of
law enforcement, Preece said.
the chug remains prevalent in .
the mountains, and so do the
dealers.
Preece said law enforcemenr.
can't do much more without .
increasing manpower.
"We're doing our best with
what we've got," he said.

New Name.New Face.Same Quality Care.
Dr. James Courtney
and staff
are pleased to welcome

Dr. Reed Jarvis
to the Murray community.
Dr. Reed Jarvis

•Diagnosis & Treatment of Eye Infections & Disease
•Glaucoma & Cataract Evaluations•Contact Lenses

COURTNEY & JARVIS
VISION CENTER
Neu. E.ttended Miffs: Open Until 7 p.tn. On Momkos
inesday-Frulu.v
- 5 p.m.

1208 Johnson Blvd.• 759-1429

HEFi'ITAGE Bruce
Body found in Marshall blaze
KITCHENS
cW:t vvit

Staff Report
BENTON.
Ky.
Firefighters found a woman's
body in a Scale Road residence
on Saturday evening.
Briensburg
Palma
Fire
Department responded a fire at a
residence in the 1300 block of
Scale Road at 8:03 p.m.
Saturday, according to a release

jot.

from the Marshall County
Sheriff's Department.
Firefighters notified central
dispatch at 9:13 p.m. that they
found a
woman's body.
Identification may come today,
according to the sheriff's department.
An autopsy was completed
Sunday at the state medial

)11 I

examiner's office in Louisville.
Marshall County Coroner
Mitchell Lee, Detective Sgt.
Matt Hilbrecht. Sheriff Kevin
Byars, Deputy Jason Lane and
Sgt. Brett Edwards responded to
the scene. The state fire marshal's office and Marshall
County Rescue Squad also
responded.

Medical

Come on by for your FREE Cabinetry
Design and also take a look at the large
selection of Counter Tops and Flooring
Solutions

1 550 Lowes Drive
Murray, KY 42071

RObelst0 n li0b" 1)0S RCIMsdiOS,

Dr. Dos Remedios (Dr. Bob),
Pulmonologist, brings a much
needed specialty to the campus of
Jackson Purchase Medical Center.
Dr. Bob is Board Certified in Internal
Medicine having trained first in the
Philippines and then at Columbia
University in New York. He
completed his fellowship training in
pulmonology at Columbia
University, Harlem Hospital.
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Back to court
he goes ...
FRANKFORT. Ky
Does Gov Exme Fletcher
realls want to spend the last
two months of his re-election sampaign defending
himselt take again front
). barges that he has broken
the law'
Apparently so
the s!large.r some from
his old nemesis. Attorney
General Greg Stumbo. who
now insists Fletcher has yin
lewd the law in the appoint
mems he has made hi the
governing hoards of the
University of Kentucky and
I fli5Crstt of lannssille
It was Sturnho, of course,
who prosecuted the yearlong
grand jury ins estigation into
the Fleisher administration's
personnel prigs(ices that led
to two dozen intik Intents ail
top administration off ic iris
and event lIJI I) of Fletcher
himself
Die poser/nit mitoriously took the I- ilth Amendment
before the grand turs here.
issued a blanket pardon of
anyone arid es cryone
•harped w ith breaking state
personnel laws except him
sell, and finally got a plea
deal from Stumbo that had
the sharp-. against Fletcher
dropped in exchange for a
written admission that state
personnel law in fast had
been s iolated
It is e X.1t tly that hlrillX
s4. and41 and Fletcher 's han
tiling of it that e %plains
multiple polls show ing the
gos
I
20 points
behind his Demos rails oppo
nem, tomer 1.i Gos Steve
'Wei&
Under those awful political tin. unistances. the Iasi
thing Fletc her should ss ant
is yet another Lon(rontatiun
with Stuniho riser allegatriiirls
I let. her again has broken
the law
And there is C C f
Mini) I lets her indeed has
&me lust that
Mc statute relating to
appointnients to (11115 et
NUR's I )1 truoce•
the
appointments shall reties t the
proportional representation of
the two leading politic al par
ties of the Commonwealth
based ii the states
registration Alernhership 041
the hoard shall f dirk c flo
less than propontonal
sent.stis in tit the unmans
fakir' ..,411110•111011 'it the
Cimunonwealth
Even though Republis an
S olft ITIZI•trAllitn has

ina reased substantially in
el.C111 lo CAI‘, there still Of
rats
more iegistered I
in Kentucks than Repuhli
cans
s pert cut to 47
perk tIII. to he cSjtt
But after Ilf dif Il• four
sears of I lets her 's appoint
merits. Republic an. hold the
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2008 ELECJION
By Nedra Pickier

Candidates voice Hispanic concerns
CORAL GABLI `•

la

Democratic White
House candidates embraced
Hispanic stint:erns in the
first ever Spanish language
presidential debate. unani mousls promising to bring
troops home from Iraq and
7 to begin working on MIMI
gration in their first year in
oftise
On the eye of a wan
S comassessment h
manding Gen David
Petraeus, the presidential
hopefuls said troops should
begin °ming home no matter what the report says
V1 ith the moderator of the
debate noting that two-thirds
of Hispanics want a withdrawal from Iraq. the can&
clan had an ideal audience
to criticize the war
"I'll strongly support in
the coming days efforts here
to terminate that panic ipa
non based on firm dead •
lines." said Connecticut Sen
Chris Dodd in the debate
%shish was broads ast on
tn', iston, the nano!'
largest Spanish-language net
work
An.hors Jorge Ramos and
Marta Elena Salinas posed
questions in Spanish and
the candidates had carpies es
to hear simultaneous translations into English The candidates responses were
annutianesnisly translated
(API

—

into Spanish for broads a•t

ar
'numbimipir is
,aii•-•a•rairams irliort I ION
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Arid ',Me again I lets her
didn't him.- to see himself
portrayed as J law breaker
the last two months ot his
re elec lion effort
It took a souple ut hun•
died thousand Democrats to
c1cciTrtc&r inTerner n
2.001 He easily could have
made entirely legal appoint inent• to all these university
hoards Mid rewarded his
p4 dirk.al supporters ii)emuii.
rats and Republicans) at the
',AMC time
In tact, some of his ho
ing t ontroscr.sc• insols ed
rewarding his Democratic
supporters with state yobs
I-lets her goes into the
Scis ember election with
mi
enough handicaps
endorsements from his lieu
tenant gos ernor and thief
primary opponent. las klustet
support from other itcpubli
can off is cholder•
that he
•hotilil avoid at all sost•
set inure accusations that
he ignores statutes when
they don '1 suit his purpos
Cs
If Fletcher had admitted
mistakes two seats ago and
simpls tomrccted them he
would not he in the r111•Cir
able political shape he is in
now Die same applies to
unisersits appointments
however. there's certainly
no evidence Fletcher -- or
his doses( ads isers -learned that prilitit al 1r.son
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the hoards
of the
Duvall
By Todd
regional
Syndicated
universities
Columnist
as well
When a
statute says "shall.- it means
exactly that. not "may" or
-try 10- or "one of these
days." Simply do at.
Yet in a letter to Stumbo.
Fletcher's attorney. David
Fleenor. insists, "Governor
Fletcher has fully complied
with both the spirit and letter of the. law Iff- making
appointments to these
boards " Fleenor said the
faculty and sten representatives on the hoards give
I kinoc rant. majority
But Fletcher doesnt make
those appointments. and the
statute says. -The appoint
aunts shall reflect- the
political divisions within the
state
So it's hack to court we

LEidiER &TIMES
Hid IA /III

in I

majority of
Sear% on
the UK
and Uofl.
governing
boards
And there
were
repOrIS last
week that
the same

Agree Or
Not

Sat
an

FOITrber

North CAIN tilI1J

John Edwards said he
is concerned the Petracua
report "will he basically a
tales tob Iss the White
House, that till he a PR
doc. ument " lie said Con
Kress should use its power
to fund the war to insist on
a withdrawal timetable
Rodhani Clinton
said nothing in the report
will c hange the basic poshlent that there is no military
solution in Iraq 'We need
to quit refereeing their civil
war and bring our troops
home as soon as possible."
she said
New Mew° Gov Bill
Richardson retorted that
Clinton and others who
want to leave residual
forte. in Iraq would leave
soldiers at risk
"I'd tying them all home
within ma to eight months
Sen

Democrattc Presidential hopeful former
question as Sen Hillary Clinton, left,
Democratic primary debate hosted by
Gables. Fla, on Sunday The debate
Hispanic community
Ritherdson said "There is a
basic difference between all
it us here
This is a fundamental issue "
Ohio Rep Dennis
litacinich was loudly
applauded for sas ing he
would pull troops out of
Iraq immediately Illinois
Sen Barak k Mama aligned
himself with Kix inich
as a strong opponent
ol the war, ;Is Dennis w as.I Kona said, adding that
President Bush is trying to
make it appear that the
35.000 troop surge earlier
this year has had an impact.
Not surprisingly for
anchors who vocally support
J path to legalization for '
the nation's estimated 12
million immigrants. both
Ramos and Salinas framed
their questions with the
haw assumption that immigrants. inducting those in
the count!) illegally, face
discrimination and base
been unfairly demonized —
• view not universally
shared in the English-language media
All seven candidates said
the would work on s hang
ing immigration laws during
their first year in the White
House
Clinton criticized the
immigration bill proposed in
the last Congreas. dominated

Alaska senator Mike Gravel, center, answers a
and Sen John Edward, right listen during a
Univision at the Bank Atlantic Center in Coral
focused on issues that are of interest to the

by Republicans That legislation would have penalized
those who help illegal
immigrants "I said it would
have criminalized the good
Samaritan. It would have
criminahaes1 Jesus Chrict."
she said.
Richardson. one of two
candidates who speak fluent
Spanish. objected to the
debate rules that required
all candidates to answer in
English The rule was
designed to make sure that
no candidate had an advantage in appealing to the
Spanish speaking audience
"I'm disappointed today
that 41 million Latinos in
this country, for them not
to hear one of their own
speak Spanish. is unfortunate.- Richardson said
Dodd. who served in the
Peace Corps in the Dominican Republic. also speaks
Spanish fluently He called
for more U.S engagement
with Latin America, including a lifting of the trade
embargo against Cuba
"We're allowing a Hugo
Chavez to win a public
relations effort in Latin
America because we don't
invest enough in Latin
America.- he said
Forme/ Alaska Sen Mike
Gravel boasted that he's
also bilingual
in French

"I honor everyone who
comes to this country as an
immigrant because we are
all immigrants."
Kucinich was again an
audience favorite when he
said he would make Spanish it second national language. But no leading candidate was willing to go
that far
"I believe that the common language of our counWis English." Dodd said.
The candidates were
asked why they supported a
wall along the Mexican
border -- and not a similar
fence along the U.S.-Canadian border — a question
that seemed to catch them
somewhat off-guard. Most
avoided answering directly.
saying simply that they
believed security was a key
part of comprehensive
immigration reform.
"I do favor more security
on the border and in some
cases a physical border
because that has to be part
of securing our borders.
Clinton said
Delaware Sen Joe Biden.
recently returned from a
trip to Iraq. skipped the
debate to prepare for a For
eign Relations Committee
heanng that he is scheduled
to chair Tuesday on the
Petraetic report
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Obituaries
William Donald Overbey

Roger Van Reeder

William Donald Overbey, 70, Hickory Drive, Murray, died
Saturday, Sept. 8, 2007. at 9:28 a.m. at his home. His death followed
an extended illness.
He was admitted to the bar and began practicing law in Murray
in 1962. He received his A.B. degree from Murray State University
in 1959, his J.D. degree from Vanderbilt University, Nashville,
Tenn., in 1962 and was with Vanderbilt University Law Review
from 1960-62. From 1965-69 and 1974-75, he served as Murray city
prosecutor; from 1970-74 as city judge; from 1981-2004 as city
attorney; from 1971-2001 as attorney for Murray Independent Board
of Education; from 1999-2002 as assistant county attorney under
Randy Hutchens.
Mr. Overbey was a member of the Kentucky Bar Association and
the Calloway County Bar Association. He was also an original
member of the Continuing Legal Education Commission and trial
judge. He was a member of First United Methodist Church.
Born June 22, 1937, in Murray, he was the son of the late George
E. Overbey Sr. and Reba Mae Key Overbey.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Sue Overbey; one daughter,
Mrs. Stacy Overbey Vaccani. Zollikon, Switzerland; two sons, Mark
William Overbey, Atlanta, Ga., and Jonathan Charles Overbey,
Carlsbad, Calif.; two brothers, Robert Key Overbey, Calvert City,
and George Edward Overbey Jr., Frankfort; five grandchildren.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to St. Jude's Children's
Research Hospital, P.O. Box 50, Memphis,Tenn., 38101,or Hospice
of Murray-Calloway County Hospital, 903 Poplar St., Murray, Ky.,
42071.

A graveside sei v ice for Roger Van Reeder will be Wednesday at
11 a.m. at Mt. Runn Cemetery, Lebanon, Ind. Rev. Clarence Doyle
will officiate.
Visitation will be today (Monday) from 4 to 7
p.m. at Imes-Miller Funeral Home in Murray,and
Wednesday from 9 to 11 a.m. at Mt. Runn Baptist
Church in Lebanon. Myers Mortuary, Lebanon, is in
charge of arrangements there.
Mr. Van Reeder, 76, New Concord, Ky., died
Wednesday, Sept. 5, 2(X)7, at 11:36 p.m. at his residence.
Mr. Reeder was a Korean War veteran and member of the VFW.
He was also a member of the Southside Democrat Club, was a
Democrat ward chairman and precinct committeeman. He also
belonged to the Glass Bottle Blowers Association and Eastwood
Baptist Church.
Born Aug. 12, 1931, he was the son of the late John Reeder and
Edith Wiley (Manic) Reeder. A brother, Ronald G. Reeder, also preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Phyllis A. Reeder; two daughters,
Edith C. Reeder, New Concord, and Judith A. Westfall and husband,
Mike, Indianapolis, Ind.; two sons, Robert H. Reeder and wife,
Cindy. Indianapolis, and John R. Reeder and wife, Lisa, Fort Knox;
one brother. Roy W. Reeder and wife, Jan. Whitestown. Ind.; and
three sisters, Robie Fields and husband. Ralph, and Rella Chestnut
and husband. Roy, all of Pensacola, Fla., and Reba Euis,
Indianapolis; 21 grandchildren; and five great-grandchildren.

Mrs. Bette Kinneman Taylor

The funeral for Mrs. Bette Kinneman Taylor was today(Monday)
at 10 a.m. at the Barnett-Strother Funeral Home, Madisonville. Rev.
Mrs. Ida Mae Dennis, 102, Paducah,died Saturday, Sept. 8, 2007, Dr. Ann Marie Montgomery and Rev. David Montgomery of Murray
at 6 p.m. at Parkview Nursing & Rehab, Paducah.
officiated.
A retired employee of 30 years with the Paducah Water Works,
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Alzheimer's
she was a 1924 graduate of Augusta Tilghman High School; a mem- Association Walk.
ber of Immanuel Baptist Church, Paducah, since 1923; a life memOnline condolences may be made at www.barnenstrothercom.
ber of Western Baptist Hospital Auxiliary; and a member of Paducah
Mrs. Taylor, 87, of Madisonville, died at 2:15 p.m. Thursday,
Woman's Club.
Sept. 6, 2007 at her home.
Preceding her in death were her first husband, Nick Utley; her
Born May 17, 1920, in Webb City, Mo., she was the daughter of
second husband, Earl Samuel Dennis; her parents, Luther Love the late John Henry Kinneman and Lottie Weaver Kinneman. In
Crow and Minnie Ethel Jones Crow; one brother, William (Buddy) addition to her parents, she was preceded in death by one daughter,
Crow; twin sisters, Veda and Vada Crow; sisters, Pauline Rix and Penelope Jean (Penny) Dobbs, and two brothers, Tom Kinneman
Lncille.Becklehymer,son-in-law, B.8.- Book,- and Bill Kinneman.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Peggy Utley Hook,
Mrs. Taylor was a member of First Presbyterian 'Church in
Murray; one son, Donald Edward Utley and wife, Billie, Paducah; Murray and was a 1980 graduate of Murray State University. She
five grandchildren, Donald Utley Jr. and wife, Brenda, David Utley later retired from the MSU library.
and wife, Teresa, Dixie Rayburn and husband, John, Denise Burt
She is survived by one daughter, Sally Jane Taylor-Buie,
and husband, Gary, and Dinah Coomes and husband, Randy; eight Madisonville; two sons, William Douglas Taylor, Boonville, Ind.,
great-grandchildren, Andy Brady, Kelly Dougherty and husband. and John Laurance Taylor, Clearwater, Fla.; eight grandchildren and
Brent, Whitney Lasseter and husband, Taylor, Blake Rayburn, 13 great-grandchildren.
Derek Seltzer, Heidi Seltzer, Chad Coomes and Chandler Coomes;
five great-grandchildren. Connor and Will Dougherty, Molly
Lasseter and Dylan and Levi Brady; one nephew, Roger Rix.
A graveside service will be Saturday at 10 a.m. at Mt. Kenton
Cemetery, Paducah. Rev. Jamie Broome will officiate.
Visitation will be at Milner & On Funeral Home, Paducah, from
WASHINGTON (AP) - of a critical week in the fight by
5 to 8 p.m. Friday.
Overwhelming numbers of Democrats trying to force
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Immanuel Baptist
Iraqis say the U.S. troop buildup President Bush to begin a withChurch, 3465 Buckner Lane. Paducah, Ky., 42001. Tributes may be
has worsened security and the drawal.
left online at www.milnerandorrcom.
prospects for economic and
Seventy percent in the surpolitical progress in their coun- vey said they believe security
Culver
try, according to a poll released has worsened where the added
eggy Thweatt Culver, 72, Brewers Highway. Benton, died
today that provides a strikingly forces were sent, with another
unday, Sept. 8, 2007. at 8:45'a.m. at her homer- - II percent saying the buildup
- - Walt appraisal of the was..
... A world traveler for 10 years, she was owner of Country
Forty-seven percent want has had no effect. Similar numECrossroads restaurant at Hardin for 10 years. She received her bachAmerican forces and their coali- bers said security in other parts
elor and master degrees and obtained Rank One standing from
tion allies to leave the country of the country has deteriorated
...Murray State University. She taught English at Marshall County
immediately,
survey and that overall economic and
the
High School for 10 years.
showed, 12 percent more than political
have
conditions
Preceding her in death were one son, Terry Culver, and her parsaid so in a March poll as the declined. Only a quarter said
-erns. Artist Gobel Thweatt and Violet Darnell Thweatt.
troop increase was beginning. their own communities have
: Survivors include one son, Gregory Howard Culver, one daughAnd 57 percent - including become safer in the past half
:ter, Lisa Dawn Culver, and one grandchild, Jacob Tapp, all of
nearly all Sunnis and half of year. Every person interviewed
:Phoenix. Ariz.; one brother, Barney Thweatt, and two sisters, Shiites - said they consider in Baghdad and Anbar province,
-Deborah (Deb) Stone and Marjorie Elkins. all of Benton.
attacks on coalition forces a Sunni-dominated area where
A memorial service in celebration of her life will be Wednesday
acceptable, a slight increase Bush recently visited and cited
Country
Crossroads,
Hardin.
Visitation
will
be
from
7
to
10
p.m.
:at
over the past half year.
progress, said the troop increase
'Wednesday at the restaurant. Collier Funeral Home, Benton, is in
The poll, conducted by ABC has
worsened
security.
tharge of arrangements.
News, Britain's BBC, and Countrywide, a fourth reported
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Peggy Culver 2nd
Japan's public broadcaster nearby car bombs or suicide
-Chance Scholarship Fund. do Heritage Bank, 101 West Fifth St.,
NHK, was released at the start attacks in the past six months.
-P.O. Box 525, Benton, Ky., 42025.

Mrs. Ida Mae Dennis

Iraqis say U.S. troop increase
has failed to improve security

i

Mari T. Youmgblood
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- Mark T. Youngblood. 41, Water Valley, died Saturday, Sept. I.
:2007, at 10 p.m. at his home.
*. He was a member of Pilot Oak United Methodist Church and was
- preceded in death by his father, Eugene Youngblood.
- Survivors include one son. Austin Gamble Youngblood, Milbarri;
his mother, Mrs. Mary Willis, Clinton; four sisters, Mrs. Cindy
Stroud and husband. 1...anny, Mayfield, Mrs. Cheryl Black and husband, James, Clinton, Mrs. Laleana Hibbard and husband, Thomas,
Martin, Tenn.. and Mrs. Bonita Wiggins. Sedalia; four brothers.
Randall Youngblood, Sedalia, Terry Youngblood. Anna. 111.. Dallas
Youngblood. Murray, and Jeff Youngblood. Wing°, three nieces:
three nephews.
A graveside service will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. at Elm Grose
Cemetery, Murray. Rev. James Peyton will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Phillip McGary. Shane Hibbard, Thomas
Hibbard. Lanny Stroud, Jeff Taylor and Allen Alderdice, active, and
Randall Youngblood. honorary.
Visitation will be at Brown Funeral Home. Mayfield. from II
a.m. to 1 p.m. Tuesday.

Tanner Zachary Cox
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The funeral for Tanner Zachary Cox will be today at 1 p.m. at
Lone Oak First Baptist Church, Lone Oak, where he was a member.
Dr. Allan Beane and Dr.. DanliSummerlin will officiate. Burial will
follow in the Murray City Cemetery. Murray. with arrangements by
Milner & On Funeral Home. Paducah.
Visitation is now at the church.
Expressions of sympathy may he made to St. Jude Children's
Research Hospital. Memphis. Tenn., in care of Bnan Harper, 27
Peppers Mill Drive. Paducah. Ky.. 42001.
Fnday, Sept. 7.2007.
Mr. Cox. 12. of Paducah. died at 8:30
'at his home. His death follow an extended illness.
He was a seventh-grade student at Lone Oak Middle School.
played basketball in the Lone Oak First Church Upward Bound
Basketball Program and played baseball in the Lone Oak Baseball
Program. He was also a golfer.
Survivors include his mother, Stacie Williams Newsome and hus
band, Steve. Paducah; his father, Paul Cox and his wife. Brandy
Alm: one brother. Austin Cox, and one half brother. Chandler
Newsome. both of Paducah: one half sister. Chaney Cox. Murral..
grandparents. Angela Williams. Murray. Kerry and Jackie William,
Puryear. Tenn.. and John and Jane Cox. Fredonia, stepgrantiparents.
Rev. Kenneth and Deloris Newsome, Mayfield, and Mike and Lon
Murphy. Lisa Williams and Terry Boggess, all of Murray: greatgrandparents. Nadine Beane and the late Halford Beane and J. R
Wilkerson and the late lAiti Wilkerson, all of Murray: four aunt,
Shannon Erwin and Amanda Williams. both of Murray. Rehect.,i
Sizemore. Richmond. and Claire Cox. Paducah, three uncles, Case
Williams and Brad Erwin. both of Murray. and David Cox, Paducah
five first cousins. Bethany Ebelhar. Bnanne Cox. Kinsley and Tr.
Williams and Caitlin Garner
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Petraeus faces tough
questions from Congress
on the future of Iraq war
WASHINGTON (AP) Democrats
and
moderate
Republicans in Congress have
tough questions for a top military commander in Iraq who is
warning against major changes
to President Bush's war strategy.
Gen. David Petraeus and
Ambassador Ryan Crocker were
scheduled to testify today in the
first of three hearings this week
on the future course of the
unpopular 4-year-old war.
Officials familiar with their
thinking told The Associated
Press over the weekend that the
advisers will acknowledge disappointing progress in Prime
Minister Noun al-Maliki's bid
to achieve national reconciliation but would urge Congress to
maintain the U.S. troop buildup
to preserve local security gains.
On Sunday, Democrats
sharply questioned Bush administration assertions that seven
months of troop increases might
be working, citing continuing
violence and al-Maliki's political woes. They said they would
not back off efforts to set target
dates for bringing troops home.
"'The reality is that, although
there has been some mild
progress on the security front.
there is, in fact, no real security
in Baghdad or Anbar province,"
said Sen. Joseph Biden, D-Del.,
a 2008 presidential candidate
who chairs the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee.
Pennsylvania Sen. Arlen
Specter, a moderate Republican,
said he respected Petraeus'judgment but would not blindly follow it.
"We're going to look behind
the generalizations that General
Petraeus or anybody gives us
and probe the very hard facts to
see exactly what the situation
is," Specter said. "As I've said
in the past, unless we see some
light at the end of the tunnel
here, very closely examining
what General Petraeus and othen have tb say, Mink there's a
general sense that there needs to
be a new policy."
In their long-awaited report
to Congress. Petraeus and
Crocker will say the buildup of
30,000 troops, which brings the
U.S. total to nearly 170,000, is
working better than any previous effort to quell the insurgency and restore stability.

according to the officials who
spoke on condition of anonymity because they were discussing
internal deliberations.
The officials also disputed
suggestions that Petraeus and
Crocker would recommend anything more than a symbolic
reduction in troop levels and
then only in the spring.
The testimony sets the stage
for an announcement by Bush
later in the week about how he
will proceed in the face of growing congressional discomfort
with the war.
Biden said Petraeus' assessment missed the point. Biden
said focusing on a political solution, such as by creating more
local control, was the only way
to foster national reconciliation
among warring factions.
"1 really respect him, and I
think he's dead flat wrong,"
Biden said.
Biden contended that Bush's
main strategy was to buy time
and extend the troop presence in
Iraq long enough to push the
burden onto the next president,
who takes office in January
2009, to fix the sectarian strife.
"This president has no plan
- how to win and how to
leave," Biden said.
Sen. John Kerry, D-Mass.,
agreed. -The problem is. if you
don't have a deadline and you
don't require something of the
Iraqis. they're simply going to
use our presence as cover for
their willingnsss to delay, which
is what they have done month
after month after month," he
said.
"I think the general will present the facts with respect to the
statistics and the tactical successes or situations as he sees
them," Kerry said. "But none of
us should be fooled - not the
American people, not you in the
media, not us in Congress-we
should not be fooled into this
tactical success debate."
But Sen: Lindsey Graham, RS.C., said he trusts the military
judgment of Petraeus and that it
was foolish for Congress to try
and second-guess commanders
on the ground. In the end,
Graham said, the U.S. cannot
afford to withdraw prematurely
if it is military unwise and risks
plunging the region into more
chaos.

JOB OPENING
Director of Children's Ministry
A full time position is available at 1400+ member vibrant church located
in Murray. Kentucky. This person will join laity and staff in a team ministry.
Director, working with the Children's Council, will provide oversight and direction for a comprehensive children's ministry and will be a
motivator with high energy and excellent organizational and leadership
skills. Salary will be negotiated per expenence.
Send a letter of application and resume, including a minimum of three references, to: Rev. Richard Smith at 503 Maple Street, Murray. KY 42071.
No phone contacts. please Inquiries regarding the position and/or benefits
may be made by email to pastor4murrayfirst.com. Persons may also visit
our website at www.murrayfirst.com. The deadline for application is
October 1. 2007.

-

MURRAY APPLIANCE

First United Methodist Church

212 E. Main Street • 753-1586

503 Maple St. • Murray, KY 42071

Top 5 Reasons People Choose Reed Interiors
1 Thousands of the latest ?atones. Literally, thousands,
2. Stylish drapery hardware.
3. Beautiful custom bedding.
noffse
4. Custom upholstery • •s
5. Intence design services designed to ftt your budget emigre thre
Jes.grt, on,anon to peoress,onet trtstallerton, Axe work Is done
on house by or., Mend)
,staff
Come check out the Reed Interiors difference for yourself!

9teed Draie.44.0,
ps.
403 13. 12th St. • 733-3331

Semi-Annual
Shoe Clearance
Now In
Progress!

lt STOCK MARKET REPORT
Investments Since 1854
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East Elementary PTA will
have events on Thesday

Ladiesof theOaks
The Ladies of the Oaks
Country Club will play golf
on Wednesday at 9:30 a.m. at
the club with Cynthia Darnall
and Dot Finch its hostesse,
Sign-up is not necessary.
All members are emote
aged to attend.
Melva Hatcher and Carolyn
tireentield. hostesses, have
announced the winners of golf
play on Sept. 5 as follows
Janet Kirk. Patsy Woodall
and Betty Hassell, first place
with extra shot taken.
I.4ura
Parker. Carolyn
Greenfield. Kitty Steele and
Shirley Jenstrom. second place,
Shirley Wade, Gay Gupton.
Melva Hatcher and Jo Anne
Auer. third place

East Elementary School PTA will meet
Tuesday at 6 p.m. in the school cafeteria.
Donna Hawkins, practitioner in the college of education at Murray state University will present it program on "How to
Help Your children with Homework."
Later the teachers will provide information about this year's curriculum in
their individual classrooms. For more information call 759-9794.

Jo's
Datebook

Photo provided

Members of the Tiger Bank include. front. Alexis Lowdermak, Matthew Parker, Sierra Foster,
Ashley Perry Katie Bloemer, April McCreary, Camee Taylor, Chelcie Winchester, back. Bobby
Puckett Keaton Tate, Alex Adams Abby Dowdy, Adam Peebles, Haley Haverstock, Hannah
McAllister and Patrick Hughes

Robertson is
member of Murray High School class visits bank
organization ell Members
ot Amy tdcrion - soon open and operate the Bank.
and Cindy Adams' Finan- 2(107-2008
say-

Tiger Bank at MHS.
The Tiger Bank offers
LOS ANGELES. Calif
cial Services class at Murray The Tiger Bank is sponsored ings accounts and small loans
Sigma Alpha Lambda has High School toured The Mur- by The Murray Bank. with for students, faculty. staff and
announced that David
ray Bank on Wednesday. learn- Melissa Finklea serving as coor- clubs at MHS.
Robertson of Murray. Ky., has ing about the various positions dinator.
The grand opening event for
recently become recognized as and depanments within the
Each student will go through this year's Tiger Bank is set
a member of the national leadhank
an interview process for job for Oct. IS.
ership anil honors organtzation'
Students of this class will placement within the Tiger
at the Cnisersity of Southern
(*Altoona
Sigma Alpha lambda is a
national leadership and honors
organization dedicated to proTickets are still available to Rice sent him that he set him and Vyvienne Long.
moting and rewarding acedem
see Irish singer/songwriter up in his own mobile studio
Jason Pittman. manager of
achievement and providing Damen Rice at Murray State to cut a record. An instant Top Murray State's Regional Spemembers with opportunities for
micron, on Wednesday at a 20 hit, his first single "The cial Events Center and Lovett
community service, personal p.m in Lovett Auditorium The Blower's Daughter." was fol- Auditorium.'said basking acts
development and lifelong rot
concert is pan of this season's lowed by the U.K. release of such as Rice for the Lovett
tessional
Lovett Live Concert Series and his first album titled "O." which Live Concert Series is openwill feature traditional concert
he recorded with Lisa Hanni- ing the arena to a much larg,tyle seating
•
gan After "0" hit the U.S. in er scope of music styles for
the depths of Rice began 2103. Rice quickly acquired a fans in this area to see live,
arty with childhood days of dedicated group of American
"We've been able to attract
Theatres
lishing and daydreaming around tans.
many acts that generally only
MOS Chestnut St
,he countryside 01 County kit
Rice has appeared on The play larger venues and the fan
NO CHECKS
hire. Ireland Those surround- Letterman Show and received response has been great,"
figs later led him to begin acclaim from publications such Pittman said.
%pressing himself in painting as Rolling Stone, Newsweek
Tickets to see Rice range
aaad--..-swasassenung-,_-sa-se_yuneg...__Ainst_The BostonGlobe The from $20 to $35. To purchase
SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 PIA
Ilan. arid eventually riseivat- release of his sophomore album tickets - in ' idvance go - to
ON SATa SUN ONLY
Jig him to put together the "9" garnered requests to fea- www.ticketmaster.com, call 1rless% niche nick band known wee his music in the "Sheets %77-894-4473. or visit the boa
3:10 To Yuma
in the hoe 1940. as Jupiter.
Three" blockbuster and as the office at the RSEC Log onto
H . 7.10 - 9:40
In 1999 he struck out on soundtrack to the movie "(los- www.myspacc.com/boveltlive
his own and spent a short lIMC Cf
for the latest information about
Balls of Fury
eiuong Europe before returnOn stage Rice is known as upcoming events.
- 7 05 lug to Dublin to locus on music an intensive live act spurred
The website also t
ffers a
his
again.
cornby
of
,aice
Producer/film
emotions.
Members
chance
to
become
a
VI
Friend
Superbad
poser David Arnold was so hand include Joel Shearer. and win free tickets t future
•- 7 ;15 - 9:55
Imre ..rd with J demo tape Shane Fitzsimons. Tom ()sander concerts.

Irish musician Rice in concert at MSU

SCHEDULE GOOD THRU SEPT. 13
moviesinmurray.com

The Nanny Diarie.,
PG13 - 7 15 - 9-30
Halloween

the Senior Couple's 4 Ball
scramble was played on Thum lay at the Sullivan's Par Three
(hilt Course and Sports Cenlot
Two teams had a score of
19 with par being 54
The team Orman/ first.

H • 7 lii - 9 Si

Rush Hour 3
PG13 - 7.25 - 9:25
Underdog

Pt; - 655
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Democrats to hear Conway-;

Jack Conway, Democratic nominee foil
By Jo Burkeen
general, will be speaker at a break-1
attorney
Community
fast meeting of the Calloway County Demciii
Editor
cratic party on Wednesday from 7 to 9 ank:
at the party headquarters, 516 Main St. The public is invited
.
For more information- call David Ramey at 759-9905.

Outland Cemetery plans meeting
The annual meeting at Outland Cemetery will be Wedneit
day at 11 a.m. Donations for the maintenance of the cemetery
are urgently needed. Those unable to attend may send theiC
donations to Betty Vinson, 2011 Gatesborough, Murray, Kt
•
42(171.

HOSA plans promotion
HOSA (Health Occupational students of America) will havii
an all day rebate at Sirloin Stockade on Tuesday. Customeri•
are asked to give receipts to the cashier.

Alzheimer's group will meet Tuesday
Alzheimer's Disease Education Support Group will meet
Tuesday it 4130 p.m. in the board mom -of Muer-ay-Calloway,—
County Hospital. A video on "Maximizing Cognitive Function-,
al Abilities" by the Greater Kentucky and Southern Indiana
Alzheimer Chapter will be shown. For more information call
Cindy Ragsdale, licensed social worker, at 762-1108.

according to the countback hole
No 4, was composed of Don
and Linda Demons., Stanley
Edwards and Bernie Leslie. Don
had a chip-in on hole No. 18.
The second place team with
the same score was composed
of Wes and Priscilla Holt and

Dave and Judy Skinner. Dave
had a chip-in on hole No. 1
while Priscilla had one on hole
No. II.
Closest to the pin was Freda
Elkins on hole No. 8 and Jerrell Mullins on hole No. 18.

LadiesofMurrayCountryClub
the Ladies 4 /Pt the Murray
Country (tub will plav guilt
tin Wedneutav at 9 .1 in at the
club
teams will he will be chi)

seri at the tee
golf plo. the
ladies will have a potluck luncheon at the home of Peggy
Shoemaker
Following

All players are invited to
bring a dish for the meal and
enjoy a round of golf and a
lunch, according to Patsy
Chancy, club golfer.

KenlakeLadlesGolf
kenlake Ladies Golf League
had II ladies to play golf at
the Hamrick Memorial Golf
Course at Kielakt State Resoo
Part on Wednesday.
Winners were Evelyn Blom,
Gloria Thies and Ina Horton

Joanne Welsh won the
longest drive on hole No. 5
and Ina Horton had a chip in
on hole No. 8.
'The weather IS beginning
to cool off, so come on out
and play at 8:15 a.m. on

Wednesday." a league member
on Vvednesday. Sept 19, at
ti a m. the league will have
its invitatomal golf tournament
The league has a full roster
for this special event

ESTEE LAUDER

Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Tuesday and Thursday
at 8 p.m. at 1628 West Main St., Murray, next to St. John's
Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or 1-877-4472004.

Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Please enter from the southside rear door
located near the playground. The only requirement is that there
be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Bingo planned Tuesday
The Knights of Columbus sponsor Bingo Tuesday from 6:30
to 9 p.m :at the building at 332_Xnire Rd:, Murray. Funds
from the Bingo help support local, national- antr-mternalicinitr
charities. For more information call 293-7061.

TOPS Group will meet
TOPS # Ky. 623 Chapter will have an open house Tuesday at 5 p.m. at First Christian Church fellowship hall, III
North Fifth St. This will be for all interested persons free for
Tuesday night. Weigh-in will be from 5 to 5:30 p.m. For information call Tracey at 227-5874.

Murray Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7 at the Calloway County Public Library. For information ca/1 Pat at 4892909 or Mike at 293-6043.

Eastern Star Chapter will meet
Murray Star Chapter 433 Order of the Eastern Star will
meet Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge

Dr Si. Sue Srocia Ph.D. TESOL Program, department of
English and philosophy of College of Humanities and Fine
Arts- at Murray State University, will present a program, on
"Communicating with People from Diverse Ethnic Groups" at
a meeting, sponsored by the Murray Chapter of International
Association of Administrative Professionals (IAAP) on Tuesday
at 5 p.m. in the conference room of Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce. There is no admission/registration
fee, and the public is invited to attend. For more information
contact Laura Dziekonski at 809-4816 or Kay Hays (CAP) at
809-2234.

THEO& group plans potluck meeting
THEOS They Help Each Other Spiritually) Group, a bereavement support group for persons who have lost their spouses
to death, will meet Tuesday at noon for a potluck luncheon
in the community room of Calloway' Public Library. Opal
Howard will present the program on "When Does the Pain
Stop'?" Those spouses who have had a recent death may come
as guests of the group. For more information call Howard at
753-1998. Lillian Steele at 753-2875, or Karen Isaacs at 7532411.

MMS Council will meet
Murray Middle School Based Decision Making Council will
meet Tuesday at 4 p.m in the media center of the school

Your free gift — choose your shade.
Free with any /star Lauder pun base
26 So or more This est sting t one% hoe
worth 6500,ins lodes your t htme of
stuts, lipitlins and blush shades phi,
learnt,tit Emmy (-lira Firming(reerw
SP/ IS +7-das vuppho and more, all in ,
patsies print train u ale

4-H Round-up will be Tuesday
Calloway County 4-H Round-up will be Tuesday from 3:30
to 6:30 p.m at the Murray State University Expo Center. New
and returning 4-Hen are encouraged to attend. The 4-H age,
is 9-18 years with 6-8 year olds welcome to join as Cloverbuds. For more information call the Calloway County Extension Office at 753-1452 or e-mail vharpertituky.edu

Fire Protection meeting tonight

45,11. si/4•141es Ira )4011.11sens
• W•••• ;14. .
sr. irs up a pt usirrnso 1161.4AP

Presale Begins September 5th - Sale Ends September 22nd

Calloway County Fire Protection Distoct will meet tonight
at 6 at the No I fire station of Calloway County Fire-Rescue on East Sycamore Street. Murray This change of meeting
date was because of the Labor Day holiday

CCHS Touchdown Club to meet

e Pam

Calloway, County High School Touchdown Club will rneet
tonight at 6 in the CCHS field house All interested parties
and club members are urged to attend

JOS-C S. L2' St. • Murray, Kentucky 42071 • Phone 733-5678
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Sroda will be IAAP speaker

Murray Chapter of TOPS, 0616 will meet Tuesday from 9
to 10 a.m. at First Christian Church, 11 North Fifth St., Murray. Visitors are welcome. For more information call Joyce at
753-9080 or 227-4625

CHOOSE YOUR SHADES
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Dry conditions limit soybean
rust, encourage charcoal rot
By LAURA SKILLMAN
Soybean rust spores likely
blew into some areas of north
and north central Kentucky from
remnants of Tropical Storm
Erin but in extremely low levels, and most of the state was
not touched. As a result, while
there is much rust activity in
many nearby states, there's little cause for concern in Kentucky, says a University of
Kentucky College of Agriculture plant pathologist.
In most areas of the state
that are still very hot and dry,
drought and or charcoal rot are
the greatest production risks to
soybeans, said Don Hershman,
UK plant pathologist. The fungus that causes charcoal rot is
present in all agricultural soils
in Kentucky where soybeans
are commonly produced and
favors hot, dry conditions.
"Charcoal rot and drought
will be the biggest yield limiting factors in this year's soybean crop," Hershman said.
Photo provided
Most plants are infected with
Pictured are Calloway County 4-H poultry judging and Avian Bowl team members. They are,
the fungus, but it remains largefront from left, Kelsey Watson, Jacob Reynolds, Carman Grimes, Garen Lawson, Jared ly dormant unless high temGeurin, Greg Wood, back from left, Cassie Hendon, 4-H Agent Ginny Harper, Lindsay Collins,
Collin Horwood, Josh Owen and Trent Murdock.

peratures and low soil moisture coincide with plants in
the reproductive stages, he said.
Charcoal rot is also exacerbated in weakened plants which
can result from poor soil fertility and excessive seeding
rates. The disease then increases as the stressed soybean plants
approach maturity. Premature
death of affected plants is a
common outcome.
Yields can be severely compromised by charcoal rot. However, because the disease is most
common during drought conditions, most producers attribute low yields in dry years to
lack of sufficient soil moisture
and do not usually realize that
charcoal rot has also taken a
toll. Under moderate drought
conditions, affected plants usually occur in patches associated with compacted soils or on
hills. In a severe drought, large
percentages of fields may show
evidence of disease.
Hershman said he expects
soybean rust likely will be found
in Kentucky sometime in September, a month earlier than

last year but too late for any
damage to occur to full season beans. Only double-cropped
plantings could be at risk.
"People are hearing a lot
about it because of the finds
in other states, but the main
thing is for Kentucky farmers
not to get too concerned," he
said. "If it did drop spores in
Kentucky, and I believe it did,
we are still several weeks away
from it developing enough for
us to even find it."
This is because the initial
level of spores deposited is
predicted to have been very
low and some likely died due
to UV radiation when the sun
reemerged in areas that received
rainfall.
"In my opinion, the absolute
earliest we may need to treat
soybeans in potentially impacted parts of the state would be
late September," Hershman said.
"By that time, most full-season crops will be far enough
along that spraying will not be
necessary. Double crop beans
continue to be at greatest risk
for possible damage..."

Calloway 4-H earns trophies, 3 move
on in Avian Bowl, poultry judging
Special to the Ledger
Members of the Calloway County 4-H poultry judging and Avian Bowl teams were recently awarded trophies.
Calloway won traveling trophies in both
areas and three members — Collin Norwood,

Lindsay Collins and Garen Lawson — will
advance to national competition n November.
Horwood and Collins will compete in Avian
Bowl and Lawson will compete in poultry judging at the National Egg and Poultry Conference in Louisville.

Individuals without Group Coverage
Independent Contractors
Dependents and Students

Federal disaster drought loans available
The U.S. Small Business
Administration has announced
that federal disaster loaks are
now available to stnairbu.4inesses located in Calloway, Fulton, Graves. Hickman, Todd,

Christian, Logan, Trigg, Wayne,
Whitley and other counties of
western and south central Kentucky.
"These counties are eligible
because they are contiguous to
one or more primary counties
in the state of Tennessee. SBA
recognizes that disaster do not
usually stop at county or state
lines. For that reason, counties adjacent to primary counties named in the declaration
are included," said Frank Skaggs, director of SBA Field Operations Center East.
The declaration was issued
as a result of similar action taken
by the secretary of agriculture
to help farmers recover from

A

Solutions with choices are easy,just call

are set by th SBA q1 are
based on each applicantsfinancial condition. SBA cannot pro--vide loans to agricultural proUnder the declaration, the ducers.
Interested businesses should
SBA's Economic Injury Disaster Loan Program is available contact SBA's Customer Service
to farm-related and nonfarm- Center by calling 1-800-659related small business concerns 2955 (1-800-877-8330 for the
and small agricultural cooper- hearing impaired) Monday
atives that suffered economic through Friday from 8 a.m.
injury as a direct result of this until 9 p.m. and Saturday from
disaster. Farmers and ranchers 9 a.m. until 5:30 p.m. Busiare not eligible to apply to ness loan applications can also
SBA, but nurseries are eligi- be downloaded from the SBA
ble to apply for economic injury Web site at www.sba.goviservdisaster loans for losses caused ices/disasterassistance. Completed applications should be
by drought conditions.
Eligible small businesses mailed to : U.S. Small Busimay qualify for loans up to ness Administration Processing
$1.5 million at a four percent and Distribution Center, 14925
interest rate with terms up to Kingsport Road, Fort Worth,
30 years. SBA determines eli- TX, 76155.
Applications for loans must
gibility based on size and type
of each business and financial be returned to SBA no later
resources. Amounts and terms than March 31, 2008.

damages and losses to crops
caused by extreme drought condition sand high heat this sum-
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ENTION: FARMERS

Now Accepting Deliveries at
The Mr. Charles Outland Farm
1767 Murray Paris Rd.- Murray, KY

Eric q-Cowell Tarms 8z)gram Co.
Main Location: 1977 Wilkins Road - Benton, Kentucky
Office: 527-5283 • Eric 832-5347
Off Hwy 402 t formerly Hwy. 80) in the Brewers Community of Marshall Count

Prices and Info Available at http:www.ehgrain.com
1

Buying - Contracting - Storing
White Corn - Yellow Corn - Soybeans - Wheat

Storage Room Available for 2007 Crop
OUR PRICES & BASIS WILL ALWAYS BE
COMPETITIVE- SOMETIMES EVEN BETTER THAN
THOSE OF OTHER AREA GRAIN ELEVATORS
Basis is the difference between the Chicago Board of Trade and the price
you can get at an elevator.
,
,

Keep in touch with us. Basis/Prices are constantly changing. We will always remain competitive'

OPEN: Monday-Saturday 8 am-8 pm
Sunday 1 pm-5 pm During Harvest
Contact Us At Anytime:
Heather 205-0576 • Ron

()ffice - 527-5283 • Eric 832-5347 •
Imp

519-'i08h

Main Street•
Kopperud Realty•711

270.753,1222•

Murray, KY 4207 1

www.murraykyrealestate.com
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MTV's VMAs
flourish despite
bomb by Britney

-

By NEKESA MUMB1
MOODY
AP Music Writer
As in
LAS VLGAS (Al')
mitt tram wreck,. it was hard to
locus on lust one thing as the
Brune) Spears disaster unfolded
on MTV'. Video Mush; Awards
There was just so 1111/C:h that
wrni mpg
out it synch hp synching
Ith is CrIletit• that
teemed khorengr.lphed by a
inaMIAALLE Jut A thirsioS
home The paunch in place of
Spears once taut belly. At tunes
she JUNI •Utppet1 singing. as if
eten she knew nothing iuuld
•
her performance
Demi:tied to drum up excitement tor her upcianing album.
%peas. kit kidt to the Video
Musk Awards on Sunday night
became an,'them example of how
tar she ha• fallen It would have
been underttandable it MTV*.
show had been crushed under
the weight of the operung
),et somehow II rebounded.
aitsi e•en flourished
Ihe thow banked heavily on
Qwn_rent.entai at...After...ea or
re% lets s and a dec.Ime in ratings
user the Litt test years. M.TV
mused the show to %cities. shortened it titan three Kart to two,
*tilt 10 .1 hostles• tormat and
li•Ckl IllOte tin pertormance•
than awards
Justin
lionber lake
and
limbaland. Karoo: west. Fall
Out Boy and the 1-04. Fighters
hosted separate suite parties
Where fin ,st it
petio alltant es
t4 )01k plak
But the pertormame moo
people Will be talking about was
Spears And unlike her last
appearance at the s MA., when
the locked
with Madonna in
20fik. this tittle it will be for all
the %tune tt'asial•
It definitely c.culd hate been
a lot better, the_ hitinak iiig
tinger,ancrproducet Akitci coin
merited afterward - She teemed
nervous sou could tell by the
e
ebfatAll VII her hre harea41
of pot blocking eterybody out
and doing her thing. you could
tell the 'A as thinking about it•
Anti that, though. the
changes to the %how worked.
leading to teteral cutting performaia es and some watercool
er drama An oft sancta light
between Pamela Nosh-rya exc.
Kid Rock and Ii mmy Ire led
Janne lust to quip "Stip all
this white on white % rolence "
• sulk' was flood
I
ed with retch-rt. alcohol and
eight lingerie last stopper types
on raised platforms Before
AC4.epictl
Timbetlake
the
Quadruple Threat of the leaf
award at his Wile. the 1./1 sum
mooed the MI!,girts to watch
the WoODAH AD4 So sf,Us if
Timberlake won He did, the
dad, and lannerlake .and
*ant to challenge MTV to play
more %Rico.'" !hen he was
Whisked aw as by lv %Is guards
ansl ditappeared
I imberlake was the night's
Mg %Inner, troth four trophies
Atter assepting the award hoc
Male Artist ot the 'l ear, he
lashed at the sides' issue again
"We Joni want to see the
Smipsiats on ready tele% loon."
App.uently lies not a Lin of
either Jestka or 'Vallee% MTV
shows

Rihanna won the coseted
Video of the Ytair award. plus
Monster Single of the Year for
"Umbrella." The Best Group
was Fallout Boy. and Gym Chcss
Heroes won Best New Artist
Beyonce and Shakira won
Most
Larthshattering
Collaboration for "Beautiful
Liar." Beyonce's shimmering
gold dress barely contained her
top; immediately after she
picked up her trophy she asked
an assistant backstage to help fik
her dresi, apparently to prevent
a wardrobe malfunction
Other performers appeared
on the shows Main stage, in
front of an industry-only audience seated at tables, like at the
Golden Globes Chris Brown
gate one of the evening's most
extra% again performances —
hipping from table to table in a
dance triecia le that channeled
Michael Jackson. right down to
a brief "Billie Jean" imitation
Alicia
Keys
had
the
evening's most rousing performance. llehtfittlf her - new tont".
"Ni, One." and th-in an Inspired.
shou-backed _cover Of. George
Mit had'.
Vs hile perlormancet like
Keys' and Spears' Were delisthe main stage. others
came in snippets Akon crooned
.1 bit of his "Smack That" before
an award was announced, while
the cameras
in on Fall
that Boy and the Poo Fighters
mid pertomiarke in their suites.
going %roams the sense that
they had happened upon an intimate concert
Cee-Lo delivered a rocking
%MUM of Prince's naughty thissic "Darling Nikki- in the
smoky Foo Fighters tune
rwhere a beer hung was III operation as Dave Grohl danced.
sang Cure songs, played air
drums and por•ti for snapshots).
Soulia-hoy iiris-showing Kanyt -West his "0 rank That" dance in
West's suite.
lhough the suites appeared
to be chaotit parties. the MTVcast tes der% were carefully
organ/ed, strategically placed
and encouraged 1,, onhihe rot
the cameras
or
Choreographed
not,
Timberlake and Timbaland's
suite looked the mint exciting
I I . buffeted by pole dancers.
delitered a rousing termini of
"Nig Things l'oppin- while s0
('em stopped by to pertorm
"Ay°
with
les hnology
tiniherlake and Tunbaland
Not to he outdone. 1 Pain
and West clamed high atop 1 as
Aegas in a balcony suite as they
celebrated 'The Good Life "
And 1.11 Wayne, doing double
duty in the Fall Out Boy suite
after opening the pre-show with
Nicole St ht./a/111W. wasparticu
Lilly animated
IN •ICV.C1• never pa full
trews of those shusts, though
SI IS promised nit'it' via its Web
site and other remixed' %croons of the show That might
have been the purpose to whet
appetites for repeat %retying% Is'.
prt W111•111g glimpses of what they
nutted during the traditional
broack st
Unlike III resent years, there
was plenty reason to come bask
for morr

S.
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ERIC WALKER/Ledger & Times
GETTING LOUD FOR THE LAKERS: Young girls from kindergarten through sixth grade gathered at Calloway County High
School's Jeffrey Gymnasium Saturday morning to participate in the Little Laker Cheer Clinic. Participants were tutored by
CCHS cheerleaders and coechet and will have an opportunity to cheer at Friday night's Calloway-Marshall County football
game

Disney plans to test its toys
Move follows recalls of toys
made by Mattel in China
BURBANK. Calif API —
Following three high-profile
recalls by Mattel Inc this summer insulting millions of
Chinete-made,
lead-tainted
toys. The Walt Disney Company
will begin independently testing
toys featuring its character..
company officials said
Disney planned to inform
Mattel and other-WY makers

which will
about the program
include randoni tests of products
already on store shelves — on
Mimdayi
"It tends the message that we
are looking ()ter their shoulders," Disney consumer products division chairman Andy
Mooney told The New York
T- onei. which first reported the
,offipan..% tr,ding plans_

The testing represents a
departure from licensers' usual
involvement in quality control,
which is normally left to manufacturers.
Analysts said the move
demonstrates companies' eagerness to insulate their brands
from product safety fears as the
holiday gift-giving season
approaches.
"Anything that is going to
restore consumer trust has got to
be a good thing." said Sean
McGowan, a toy industry analyst at Wedbush Morgan
Securities

The tests, set to begin within
the next two weeks, will involve
some of the more than 65.000
children's products from around
2.(XX) vendors of toys, jewelry.
furniture and other Disney
items, consumer products division spokesman Gary Foster
said.
Disney executives signed oil
on the plan Thursday, days after
Mattel, the world's largest toy
maker, announced that it was
some
recalling
800.000
Chinese-made toys — its third
major recall of the summer.
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SECTION B

filkinglitems*
REDBIRDS 43,
RACERS 17

PREP SOCCER ROUNDUP

scrappy 'Tigers shut out !Akers
GOALS COME
ICKLY FOR MHS
. AT MALLARY
RANCE COMPLEX

.s
rd

By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
The Murray High Tigers may
DOI pass the look test in pregame warmups. But what they
tali in size and stature, they
more make up for with. An
aggressive approach.
Crosstown rival Calloway
County found that out on Saturday night, when a scrappy
bunch of Tigers used their
attacking style of play to blitz
the Lakers 6-0 in Second District action at the Mallary France
Soccer Complex.
"We're not a very big team,
but we probably have more
kids that are attack-oriented than
we've had in a long time,"
said Murray head coach Jim
Baurer. "1 thought we played
well and were real sharp from
the start. This team at times
'has co-Me-out-flat, but We -did-n't do that (Saturday)."
The Tigers (8-4, 2-2 Second District) took a little while
to get on the scoreboard. But
when they did, the goals came
quickly.
Sophomore striker Jeremy
Curd finally broke the scoring
ice with 15 minutes left in the
first half, when he broke free
from the Calloway defense and
booted the ball past diving Calgoalkeeper
County
loway
Keaton Pierce for a 1-0 MHS
lead.
Murray didn't find the CCHS
II See MHS,3B

spreads
its wings
against MSU
ISU

RUNNING GAME,
SPECIAL TEAMS SPELL
DOOM FOR RACERS

SCOTT NANNEY Ledger & Times
Tiger sophomore Jeremy Curd (14) gets past Calloway County defender Wes Cook during Saturday's Second
District showdown at the Mallary France Soccer Complex. Curd scored Murray's first goal, as the home team
downed the Lakers 6-0.

Lady Tigers vent frustratiOnt on CCHS
MHS GOALKEEPER GRAHAM
SUFFERS BROKEN JAW SATURDAY
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
Saturday's crosstown girls' soccer battle between Murray High and Calloway
County didn't particularly leave either head
coach happy with the play of their teams.
Murray coach Mickey McCuiston,
though, was the one that left the Mallary
France Soccer Complex with a smile after
watching the Lady Tigers knock off a rusty
Lady Laker squad by a 3-1 final.
"1 don't think we played very well, but
I'm satisfied with the win." said McCuiston. "I'm glad to see our kids rebound
from the Heath game, because that was a
tough game for us."
The Lady Tigers (7-2-2. 3-0 Second
District) were disappointed after dropping
a 5-3 decision to Heath in a penalty kick
ahootout during last Thursday's First Region
All A Classic title match in west Paducah. And they took their frustrations out
qn CCHS early in Saturday's action.
Murray needed only 30 seconds to score
its first goal of the contest. as Camee Taylor found the back of the net off an assist
from fellow senior Nicole Edison.
The Lady Tigers would later add another goal. as Edison scored off a Caitlin
Williams assist to make the score 2-0 at
the halftime break.
Calloway head coach Mike Harlan said
Murray uxik advantage of his rusty ballclub early on.
The Lady Lakers (4-4, 1-3) entered Saturday's play having not been on the field
Unix last Tuesday, when they. routed Chris-

tian County 7-0 at Hopkinsville.
Last Thursday's scheduled home match
against Graves County was canceled due 1
to inclement weather, and CCHS was unable
to practice on Friday because of low num
hers.
"I didn't think we were completely prepared to play," Harlan claimed. "We had
that game canceled on Thursday, we couldn't practice Friday and that showed up on
Saturday. I just didn't think we were mentally ready."
Murray continued to attack early in the
second half, scoring its third and final
goal six minutes in as junior Sydney Smith
reached the back of the net unassisted for
a 3-0 Lady Tiger advantage.
Calloway finally got on the board with
920 remaining, when Katlyn Ban-ow scored
off a Megan Parks assist. But it was too
little too late for the Lady Lakers, who
were outshot 22-4.
"Actually, I think we have a better team
than we've ever had." said Harlan. "But
our kids have to understand that they have
to work together. When they do, they can
play some nice soccer."
Despite his squad's hefty advantage in
shots. McCuiston was unhappy with the Lady
Tigers' inability to finish around the goal.
"We've got to start taking advantage of
SCOTT NANNEY / Ledger & Times
opportunities, and that's the most frustrat(0)
looks for help from a teamHigh's
Emily
Benson
Murray
opinion,
we're
ing thing," he said. "In my
not showing everything we have out on mate as Calloway County's Katlyn Barrow (42) gives chace
the field. But I'm glad to see that we did- during Saturday's Second District matchup at the Mallary
France Soccer Complex. Barrow had the lone CCHS goal as
n't let them come back on us."
the
Lady Tigers defeated the Lady Lakers 3-1.
11 See CCHS, 28

PREP GOLF ROUNDUP

Tigers travel to Ballard over weekend; finish seventh
LAKERS FIRE A 159 AT MURRAY COUNTRY CLUB LAST WEEK
Leading the way for Murray was with an even par-36. Daniel Harper
Jordan Smith, who turned in an M. followed with a 39, while Matt
Zack Newsome scored an 88, while McReynolds carded a 40. Hunter GarJay Roth carded a 90 and Keaton rison rounded out the CCHS effort
with a 44.
Tate followed with a 91.
For Murray High. Smith led the
The Tigers were scheduled to play
The Tigers finished the event with
Mayfield and Chnstian Fellowship this way with a 41. Newsome was seca team score of 353. Carlisle Coun- afternoon at Murray Country Club.
ond with a 43, and Blake Graham
ty captured the match with a 325.
Calloway Golf: In last Thursday's had a 44 Tate and Brady Powell each
Following the Comets were Reidland action at Murray Country Club, Cal- had a 49
(330), Ballard Mernonal (331), Graves loway County's boys finished with a
In girls play. Calloway was led
County (334), Mayfield 1338), Hick- team total of 159 in a tn-match with by Katie Tindell and Ellie Fisher, who
both carded a 50. Saflah Hassan folOW County (344), Lyon County (357) Murray High and Marshall County.
Chasten Howard paced the Lakers lowed with a 55. while Madison Conabd Livingston County 1371)
Staff Report
The Murray High boys' golf team
participated in the second annual Bal.Ar'l Memorial Golf Tournament on

nell tallied a 59 as the Lady Lakers
posted a 214 team score.
Christina Veach led Murray with a
49. Samantha Tinsley followed with
a 58. and Adrian Herndon added a
62.
In last Wednesday's action at Oaks
Country Club, Calloway's boys took
on Mayfield.
Garnson and McReynolds both shot
a 38. while Ryan Butler recorded a
41. Brock Simmons and Austin Miles
both had 44s

By TOMMY DILLARD
Contributing Writer
Murray State may have outgained 17th-ranked Illinois State
offensively in the Racers' 43-17
loss Saturday night, but the 'youth
and inexperience of head coach
Matt Griffin's young squad shone
through in the team's first matchup
against an FCS (Football Championship Subdivision) opponent.
Illinois State, on the other hand,
set out to regain some respect
after last week's upset loss at the
hands of non-scholarship Drake.
It looked promising for the
Racers early, as they took a 107 lead in the first quarter. But it
was all downhill from there as Redbird running backs Rafael Rice
and Parrish Fisher ran wild on
the Murray State defense and the
Racers suffered several costly special teams breakdowns.
Those breakdowns, coupled
with nine penalties that cost Murray State 81 yards, left Griffin
disappointed with his team's preparedness.
"That was a little disappointing," he said during a post-game
interview on the Racer Radio Network. "No doubt, we made some
poor decisions on the field. That
starts with me. I've got to correct that."
Illinois State's run-centered
offense enjoyed excellent field
position for most of the evening,
thanks to the kick return game.
Redbird returners exploited Murray State's defense, taking four
kickoffs for 205 yards — averaging more than 50 yards per
return.
The old adage that the game
of football is all about field position rang true in this one. The
Redbirds enjoyed an average starting field position at their own
_49-yard line, while an average
MSU drive began at its own 22.
Fisher and Rice led the Illinois State rushing attack, carrying for 117 and 108 yards, respec-

le See RACERS,28
RACER ROUNDUP

Price leads
MSU at West
Lafayette
LADY RACER
TENNIS COMPETES
IN ST. LOUIS
By MSU Media Relations
Senior Jerry Price finished just
three shots out of first place, winding up tied for 10th in the 87golfer Purdue/Midwest Shoot-Out
men's golf tournament this afternoon.
Murray State finished seventh
among a strong field of 16 teams
at the event, held at the par-72,
7,465-yard Birck Boilermaker Golf
Complex.
Originally scheduled for 36 holes,
rain shortened the tournament to
18 holes.
Michigan and Bowling Green
State tied for first with an 18-hole
final of 293, followed by Kent
State at 296, Missouri at 301, host
Purdue and Northern Illinois tied
at 302, Murray State at 304, Eastern Illinois at 305, Arizona at 306,
Loyola-Chicago at 307, Western
Illinois and Southern Methodist tied
at 308, Rice at 313. Dayton at
314, George Mason at 320 and
IUPUI at 321.
For Murray State, Price tied for
10th with a 2-over-par 74, while
Nick Newcomb and Jared Wolfe
each tied for 17th with a 75. Mitchell
more shot an 80. while Cameron
Carrico had an 84. Five golfers
tied for first with a I -under-par
71.
Murray State will next compete
at the National Collegiate Invitational at Tunica, Miss., on Sept.
17.
Women's Tennis: The Lady Rac•See MSU, 2E3
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FALCONS 1, RACERS 0
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EIGSU battles to shut out Murray State

Haverstock Insurance Agency
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By MSU Media Relations

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can,
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Every once 111 a while, there
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event
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SO‘Lef ICA111 battled the

New E ngiand
&Maki

falcons of Bowling Green State

at MSU's Cutchin Field The
l'alcum; came away with a
or , hut the
hard-fought I 9
ICU.ers can

be

14161111

N Y Jets

way they played the game AS
they continue to show improve-

After the first two games.

Pittsburgh

we talked a lot about our nu -

Baltimore
citivstrina

WOW
W
1

asked them
Illitte inlet)

with any

sit) than they did ••
Indeed. the Racers were in
a battle with the Falcons from
the start
Storing chances were less
.iltd far between for both teams
51S1

ended the day with only

seven shots, while BGSU had
eight
Ilhe

two

teams

played

ft/ Score but could not get a
l('n shot on each occasion
krista Muilkens was close at
27th

,art,1%

went wide to the right

under heasy pressure

The Racers fiad two chances

the

MSU Media Relations

Murray State players Renate Nueva (17) and Rebekah Clay (2) battle two Bowling
Green players for the ball during Sunday's college soccer action at Cutchin Field.
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...tucks. first half

minute. hut

before

she could get a shot, the

hall

was knocked away by a Falcons defender With less than
two minute left in the hall.
Rehekah ('i.is's shot from About

The g.11ne

turned in the 49th
minute %hen Bowling Green's
I nth

luillerat

inside

slipped

the MSU defense and gathered

even deflected huller:les shot,

with an impressive effort against

hut if

a good opponent.

she dad it wasn't enough

I.' stop the hall from finding

the het
o BGSU lead
In the final 20 minutes
the

10-10
of

men are leading the way, hut

the

all of our team understands the
importance of coming.out with
energy and focus.-

play.

1.u.

Falcons into their hall of the

MSU

goalkeeper
chance

only

Tara
to

was

field, hut could

and she may hate

shot

not

get the

tying goal

charge luillerat and challenge

her

Racers pressed

The Racers are hack at home

The Racers dropped to 1-2

down

the

until the fourth quarter. after

tisely

Racers answered on their ensuing drise. going I46 yards ul

the game was well in
Illinois
State
quickly
answered with a touchdown,

State's offense did
the hall with

Abscess in the first halt. putting together two s.aIring ail% es

in

But Ehrhardt and

I

s

to knot the game at

77

reclaiming the lead. and went

Paul Mckitints.got

he Rac-

into halftime up 20-10
Illinois State

The

attack continued to wear down

solid

run on third down. and Ehrhardt

Murray State.
; delinsi
: in the'

showing At 1A1U1•1.11k tr• kad
ing the Racer offense to an

found ItIld Harper but a 13yard compktion to move the
hail to the Illinois State 31-

second hall. ;Wang up the yards
arid the sclifeS and leading 30-

.Freshman quarterback -lett—

early lead
of .16

his

Ile completed 21 -

passes

for

2 17

yards

Ehrhardt connected

y.ard

with. Harper

10 at

the

end

of

the

third

quarter

again, this time

State managed to

in the corner .4 the end zone,

get on the hoard Again late

yards

to put the first points tin the

the fourth quarter on an 86-

offeri•ice

hoard tor Murray

the Redbirds pressured Ehrhardt
All night. forcing him to ...rani

in

yard drive that ended in a 4-

"We did some good things.

line couldn't keep the Illinois
State defense at hay, however

State

and that Wrote) was certainly
one of them.- Griffin said "But

yard touchdown run by Char
lie Jordan
Alter

struggling

against

we didn't lIPMC out and fin

I ouiss tile. Jordan enjoyed stircral big runs Saturday, carry-

ahle to control the Murray %WC

'di it. though
thud and 6 on Illinois
StAte's nest paposession. the Rac-

11141111g attack. totc mg Chrhaidt

ers brought

hIc and sA. king him three tones
Dye Redbird &tense Also was

to throw the hall
"We've got to he able to
run

the

football

effectisely."

much

tariftin

of

football
for

And

up the

Will Roach recovered

the

the

season, the

RACe1
,
1

will

return to the friendly confines
of Roy

Stewart

Saturday's home

Stadium for

opener

Lanibuth Game time is 6 pm

yard line

birth doesn't pose nearly the
threat of Louisville or Illinois

hrharkft .‘,ftdUl tcd ant gher

tot
in •

solid dove

the Racers, cul-

minating
1rd-and- 19 con%croon on A 27-yard pass to
IkAngeto Nelson, which set

While NAIA-rnember lam -

State. Gnftin knows his team
must improve on Saturday's
mistake-riddled petite-mance
"We had

111

minutes in the

with

up Murray Sulk- with first -and -

second hall *here we just did-

a long march down the field

goal at the Redbird 4-yard line

n't

But the Racers couldn't punch

said "We're got to figure out

it

who

that .ulminated

in

a

game

ing. toushd01411
Illinois State handed Rice
the hall on all seven plass in
its

first

drive

of

Ind...moot'. 41 New Orleans 10
Sunday s Games
Minnesota 21 Atlanta 3
Washngion 16 Miami 13 OT
Denver 15 Buffalo 11
Houston 20 Kansas City 3
Carolina 27 St LOuie 13
Nevi England 38. NY Jets 11
Green Bay 16 Philadelphia 13
Presburgh 34 CinvOlfinit 7
Tennessee 13 Jacksonville 10
Nero. 36 Oakland 21
Sari Diego 14. Chicago 3
Seattle 20 Tampa Bay 6
Dekss 45 N V Giants 35
Monday's Gem*

the

game.

going 42 yank' for a touch-

in

for

instead

the

f kir

a

store, settling
20-yard

Scan

linen held goal to take a
10-7 lead
That would he the extent
of the scoring for Murray State

play

did get a

scare in the second half, when
sophomore goalkeeper Morgan
Graham fell to the ground after
the face by a Calloway player,. tteat the _goal nth 2940
left. Graham

%uffered a

very

hard.-

Griffin

ken jaw on the play and later
had surgery to repair the dam-

two

with

the night

sates. while Carly

Mathis tallied one in relief of
Graham
Calloway goalkeeper Kelsie
Greer recorded 17 Saves
Murray returns to the field
on Tuesday. when it hosts Second

District

County

rival

Marshall

at approximately 7:30

pm
The

Lady

Calkers,

their

Senior

Night

contest

at the Jim

Ni'. Soccer Com-

plex

•MSU
From Page 1B
err took pan

in the

three-tear»

Billiken l-all Classic. °set the
weekend. competing Against
State and host Saint Louis

Freshman Ashley PletNotl WOR
bac Whaw of her singles

the

huth, not the Green liay Pack-

three of her matches were determined by tie- breaker gams

bracket. going 2-1 overall

All

Murray Stair was 4-2 in tic-

some recognition — but not a
Alter a surprisingly easy and

(Lilly 11-7). 2 20 p m
Washington (He 3-3) at Flonda (Olsen
9-121, 605 pm
SIdwauttes (Villanueva 7-3) at
Pottsburgh (Armes 3-51. 606 p rn
Cobra:10 (Jimenez 3-3) at Philadelphia
(Longa 8-12). 605 p m
Hudson 15-7( at N Mets
(0 Perez t3-9),6 10 CI m
Arizona (L Hernandez 10-9) at San
Frwicieco (Lincecum 7-4) 9 15 p m

Appalachian State. a week

not nearly enough to be ranked
but it got a spot between Auburn
423 points) and Cincinnati (U
points) in the list of others
receiving votes

over Virginia Tech, No, 2 LSU

The Mountaineers, who play

took 19 first-place votes from

in Division l's Championship

No. I USC in the poll released

Subdivision Iformerly

Sunday.

became eligible for the Top

The Trmans were idle Saturday

while the Tigers routed

the Hoktes 48-7 in Death Valley

USC

received

40 first-

place votes from the media
panel, down from 59 last week.
and 1,619 points
ISU received 25 first-place

5

soles and 1.582 points

when

The

Associated

25

Press

changed it policy last week to
allow voters to vote for teams
all divisions of college

from

football.
Appalachian

State.

which

beat Division II Lensitr-Rhyne
48-7, appeared on four ballots
and got a 13th-place vote from
Dave Goren of WXII-TV in
Winston-Salem, N.C.
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Monday's Game
St Louts (Pine.° 5-3) at Chicago Cubs

at Michigan, received 19 points,

is

flighted doubles brackets

MM.' will next compete
at the CALR Tournament on
Sept 21-24 at Little Rock. Art

lenen IP
Marro (min
54. Kevl Component

Sunday s Games
Yrasbmglon 7. Atianta 4
N V Mats 4, Houston 1
Milwaukee 10, Cancarinati 5
Pittsburgh 10, Chicago Cubs 5
Philadelphra 8 Florida 5
Colorado 4 San Diego 2
San Francisco 4 1, A Dodgers 2
Arizona 6 Si Louts 5

ifornia in the AP Top 25, and

ranking

event

ei MPS

Central Division
W L Pet GB
M,svausee
73 69 511 —
72 70 507
Chicago
1
St Lows
69 71 193
3
Conconnal,
61 794-48 9 1/2
63 80441101/2
Prtsburgh
Houston
62 81 43411 1/2
West Division
W L Pct GB
Arizona
81 63 563 —
77
65 542
San Diego
3
75 68 521 5 1.2
Los Angeles
74 68 521
Colorado
6
San Francisco
65 78 45515 1/2

after pulling off a stunning upset
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Seattle 14 Detros 7
Boston 3, Baltimore 2
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Minnesota 5 Chicago White Sox 2
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Texas 12 Oakland 9
Cleveland 6 1 A Angels 2
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*ITANS 13, JAGUARS 10

Tennessee runs roughshod over Jags
tTITANS

FINISH WITH 282 YARDS RUSHING, SECOND-MOST IN FRANCHISE HISTORY

JACKSONVILLE, Fla. (AP)
,— The scoreboard gave Chris
Brown very little indication how
,successful he was against Jacksonville. The silence said much
more.
"When they got quiet, we
knew we got 'ern," Brown said.
The Jaguars were almost
speechless after this one.
, Brown ran for a career-high
,175 yards — more than he had
all last season — as the Titans
ran roughshod over the Jacksonville Jaguars, opening their
season with a 13-10 victory
Sunday.
LenDale White added 66
s yards on the ground, and Vince
'Young scrambled for 22 and a
touchdown.
Tennessee finished with 232

yards rushing, the second-most
in franchise history. The Houston Oilers had 296 yards against
Kansas City in 1977.
It was the most rushing yards
allowed by the Jaguars in a
game. The previous high was
246 yards against Seattle in
2005.
The Titans also answered

i

any questions about missing
Travis Henry, who ran for more

than 1,200 yards last season
then signed with Denver in the
offseason.
Brown and White did just
fine without him.
-They didn't have an answer
for us, so we just kept running the same stuff," Brown
said.
Brown found gaping holes

vaunted
in
Jacksonville's
defense, making the Jaguars look
either out of shape or out of
position on nearly every play.
Most of his big runs came up
the middle as Tennessee's offensive line manhandled Pro Bowl
tackles Marcus Stroud and John
Henderson.
Defensive ends Paul Spicer,
Bobby McCray and Reggie Hayward weren't much better.
"I can definitely guarantee
you one thing: you ain't going
to see that again," Spicer said.
"You ain't going to see the
defense play like that again.
We pride ourselves in being
one of the best, and today was
one of the worst."
Stroud had offseason microfracture surgery on his ankle,

•MHS
From Page 1B
goal again unto 3:25 remained in the half. But
Bobby Puckett's header off a Dillon Ward assist
opened the floodgates for the Tigers, who struck

again inside the two-minute mark, when Ward
scored off a Josh Hill assist to give MHS
3-0 lead at the halftime break.
' Calloway head coach Martin Son said the
Tigers' breakthrough was inevitable because of
—
the taktli-e-mistakes.
"We had problems with possession," explained
• Son, who spent three years as an assistant at
Murray High before taking over the CCHS
program. "When we would make a defensive
.stop, we would give the ball right back to
:them. As talented as they are offensively, you
:can't keep giving them chances."
: The Tigers poured on the offense in the
:second half, scoring three times in a 10-minute
:span to put the contest completely out of Cal'loway's reach.
' Puckett started the onslaught with his sec-;

ond goal at the 34-minute mark. Jordan Benton scored the fifth Tiger goal of the evening
off a Michael Bokeno assist with 26:30 to
play, and Alex Bokeno capped the scoring two
minutes later off a Matt Hines assist.
"Calloway came out strong in the second
half and was trying to make a run at us, but
our guys were excited about playing this match,"
Baurer noted. -We had four matches (last)
week, and J was worried that our _kids might
be a little tired. But we had a lot of enthusiasm."
Murray High won the battle of shots 11-4.
Nolan Jackson had three saves in goal for the
Tigers, while Will Hudson totaled one. Pierce
had four saves for the Lakers, who fell to 2-

5 on the season and 0-5 in Second District
play.
The Tigers are scheduled to continue their
district slate on Tuesday, when they host Marshall County. Meanwhile, CCHS was scheduled to host Senior Night tonight against Mayfield at the Jim Nix Soccer Complex.

Hayward is coming off a torn
Achilles' tendon, Henderson
injured his shoulder before the
preseason finale and Spicer
missed most of training camp
and the preseason with a sore
back.
Coach Jack Del Rio even
conceded last week that Stroud
and Hayward probably would
never be 100 percent again.
But the Jags refused to use
the injuries as an excuse Sunday.
"They were faster, stronger,
flying to the ball, blocking better," linebacker Mike Peterson
said. "I don't have any answers
for you. I wish I could give
y'all some answers because I'm
looking for some answers
myself."
Jacksonville spent the entire
preseason working on its passing attack, a scheme installed
by new offensive coordinator
Dirk Koetter.
Maybe the Jaguars should
have worked on the running
game, too. The were basically
bottled up in this one.
Fred Taylor ran six times
for 16 yards. Maurice JonesDrew had 32 yards on seven
carries. And David Garrard,
who .was.. viippncPel to give the
team a better chance to win
in the wake of Byron Leftwich's stunning departure, didn't do enough to pick up the
slack.
"The Jaguars really depend
on running the ball, and when
they couldn't run the ball, they
just couldn't move it," Titans
tackle
Albert
defensive
Haynesworth said. "They have
good receiver's, but they're not
a Peyton Manning-type team

PHIL COALE / AP

back Chris Brown, left, runs for fourthquarter yardage as Jaguars defender Marcus Stroud, right,
cannot make the tackle during Sunday's game in Jacksonville, Fla. Tennessee won, 13-10.
Titans running

where they can pass all the --Trinftlltitittrd
teammate Marcedes Lewis actutime."
Garrard finished I7-of-30 for ally kicked it out of his hands
204 yards and a touchdown. — at the 8-yard line followHis best throw was to John ing a fourth-quarter reception
Broussard in the first quarter, with the Jags trailing 13-10.
hitting him in stride for a 47- Jacksonville also could have
yard score and a 7-3 lead. Gar- gone ahead 13-6 earlier in the
rard had Jacksonville on the second half with a short field
move several more times, but goal, but they had to go for it
two of the drives ended with- on fourth-and-10 from the 19
because kicker Josh Scobee Was
out points,
injured.
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All diplomacy aside, everyone has their favorites, and we want,to know who yours are. In preparation for our upcoming 'Readers'
Choice 2007' section, were asking readers to fill us in on their area favorites, from auto dealers to steak houses, we want to know who
your favorites are! To add your votes to this year's poll, just fill out the form below and send it to us before Friday, Sept 14th at 5 p.m
To thank you for your participation, your name will automatically be entered into a random drawing to win one of two $100 cash prizes.

Favorite Restaurant

Favorite Fleeted Official

Favorite Clothing Store

Favorite Photography Studio

Favorite Mexican Restaurant

Favorite Broker/Investment Finn

Favorite Insurance Agency

Favorite Jewelry Store

Favorite Chinese Restaurant

Favorite Real Estate Agency

Favorite Paint Store

Favorite Pest Control Service

Favorite BBQ Restaurant

Favorite Real Estate Agent

Favorite Lumber Yard

Favorite Appliance Store

Favorite Place To Get Dessert

Favorite Florist

Favorite Veterinarian

Favorite Bookstore

Favorite_Place To Get A Burger

Favorite Auto Dealer

Favorite Cell Plume Provider

Favorite Place To Get Pizza

Favorite Gm Station

Favorite Optometrist

Favorite Furniture Store
Favorite Physical Therapist

Favorite Place To Get Breakfast

Favorite Video Rental

Favorite Place TO Get A Millikalaake

Favorite Tanning Salon

Favorite Steak House

Favorite Ding Store

Favorite Hair Salon

Favorite Place To Eat Buffet

Favorite Attorney

Favorite Barber Sloop

Favorite Place To Get Fast Food

Favorite Landscaping/Lawn Service

Favorite Dentist

Favorite Place in Got Home Cashing

Favorite Bask

Favorite Orthodontist

Favorite After S Himinut

Favorite Book Teller
,rivree laded* are ir Boa r

Favorite Family Practitioser

Favorite Chiropractor

Favorite Day Care

I.*vont,Antique Store

Favorite Arno Repair

Favorite Car Nash

Favorite Oil Change Service

Favorite Hotel
Favorite Fitness Center

in

Favorite Coasignmeni Situp
Favorite Framing Store

12
rs

Favorite Carpet Store

as

Favorite Cable Provider

).
25
ss
to

Favorite Towing Service

Favorite Hardware Store

ge
ch
ne
ots

Favorite Coffee House

en

Favorite Bakery

Id
the

Favorite Place To Get Catfish

ir

Favorite Grocery Stare

Favorite Plumbing Service

Favorite Heating & Cooling Sent,.

sy--43,
^164-vslit,

•Di CLAM

•

Favorite Gift Slop

Favorite Pavia( Service

Favorite Ladies Clothing

Favorite Caterer

VOTE ENV
-"P-- SEPT. 14TH
Al

Favorite GeV Course

k

14g lak

ilmssol0

in'

A MAXIMUM OF FIVE BALLOTS PER INDIVIDUAL VOTER WILL BE COUNTED. Photo copies of ballots will not be accepted.
Good luck and thanks for your participation. Look for your local favorites in our special "Best of Calloway County
I Readers Choice 2007" section published in October Mail ballot to or drop off at:
ti
Name

Phone

&TIMES
litER
I
P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071
1001 Whitnell Ave., Murray, KY

I Vigt

CONTEST RULES:
1. Must be at least 18 years of age to enter Employees of this newspaper and their families are not eligible 2. Entries must be received
by this newspaper before 5 p m on Friday Sept 14 3 Cash prize winners will be selected via random drawing Decision of newspaper is
final 4. Al least 10 categories must be filled In for your ballot to be valid and counted 5. All entries should contain7name of a business unless otherwise specified. 6. Entries must include full nom* & phone number to be valid & counted.
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COUNTY

HOSPITAL

Taking healthaur newplaces.
Murray Calloway County Hospital has
an opening for the following position

FOOD SERVICE
COORDINATOR

.
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food service organization

.

heeded sell CSIM A
COL. Reeponalbelase
sill include Mulling
after con
Manes
Otruceon mmensis in
Meals dun, In.:ks
you
meet
Mese
repuwerneres
send
your mourns or apPly 111
parson at 7026 CM
Cairo Road, Weer
Paducah. KY 420116
Ne peens sells
EOE

WEIRULI srulAuaz YOU
1.1*

it‘

the ismer army
keit ti Help Me!
Me a Foster Parent

(270)898-1293
18661 30NECcO
PERSONS needed to
prepare income tax
returns
Seasonal
employment We will
train Free tax course
Call 753-9204 or 4374531.
YARD Foreman needed Previous experience a plus Send
resume to PO Box
350 Murray, KY 42071
or apply in person at
Myers Lumber Co.,500
South
4th
Street.
Murray KY 42071

Flexible hours
348- 1 738

31 4-

100

PHYSICAL THERAPIST &
PHYSICAL THERAPIST
ASSISTANT
l'uft. has( Area Phy sit al Therapy has an
intinevisate full-time or part-time positkin
available in ow Murray and Paducah
facilities for a Physical "Therapist and
Physical Therapist Assistant outpatient
expenenc e with orthopedic. sndustnal.
and
sports populations desirable.
Qualifications include completion of
National
Board Certification
and
Kentucky 1k-ensure Excellent Custrenef
service skills required. Salary commensurate with experience Excellent benefit
package Qualified applik ants send
resumes including three references to
Tommy Nest
2011 South kb Street
Mummy. 1.1. 42.71
Fan:12701759-9501
Email: trim* tir tir Lori

Al Dreams. Troweenals•Meartiovist•Cotilled anows
^2
.
4

FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY I LIFIVIS

753-7890 •8 a.m.-8 p.m.

leComputer

Connoction
3 ),..arnon 7S2-0436
Cowan SsiselSaroos
Netaciterc Seven
Law Awe $ up416Far

ION COMPUTERS
A. Careaed Technician
Service/ repairs
739 3556

APITKAIES Call Larry
763-3633
SUYINO
Jur* can trucks arci
tractors 436 521'

TapLogte, LLC la an Equal Opporturnry EmpOoyar

JOB

01100111119.

9,
tawny
area.
Beneils eralleals. Pea
resume IS 44440811

SUBSCRIBE
TODAY!
FT data WetraclOt NEEDING
he.
Computer
etas dressers
Seeciel
rewired Send resume Effects Benton, KY
ho Peco Products, Son WW1 awe Or RA 7011
KY 0542. 437-4756
Murray
363
42071

•14.4% is guaranteed
money.

on first year

0000 used refrigerators. electric ranges
COn:1IWOVS.
baseboard
110WVII,
heilent Used carpeting. 7334100

-- PREPLANNING ----ftsHusScrtlitseriku-- --Prr•Arrengement Specialht

Cs

1,

Lock in price, single pay or
payment plan
Set up Pre-Thana Trust

27(V7iX-2411

Call Ron Sallin (Agent)

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home

Phone (270)759-1565
Cell (270)210-2533

201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071
Terry Isaacs/Karen /saw •

t. ken,.

T

Commercial Waste
Disposal

Ithceuss•ALId Friher%Payiral
eigtir

461-8004854033
TRAVIS ASPHALT

Whiriptiol

D,,„,,.

As Types or Reftsse Service

Appliance
& Electrical Repair
Hazel, KY 42049
226-939
2
41
92-819
TN Lic 058393• KY LicICE60221 ME9837
Servtng West KY 8 West TN For 23 Years

Tony Travis
270-753-2279

Call Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
at 753-1916
and place your ad today!
bides
Serials
2X24 storage building
07 Hot tub brand new
in package. 6-7 person. w/front porch. New
lots ot lets. digital, $3,900 arm. 492-8222
,,zoneator water fall.
cover. retail $7 300. NEW poor table. never
used. 1' state. solid
must sell $3,600
wood. carved legs felt.
15731300-1031
acc package. retails
1986 Honda Bog Red 3 $4,500
selling for
wheeler Electric stall, $1.500, must sett
shaft dnven I owner
(573)300-1031
1976 Camaro AS Call
tor delailit. 61.500
270-227-5960
2 crypts at Murray
Memorial
Gardens
side-by-side
mud*
Chapel lewd 2 Reese
cal(479)750-1011
CINDERELLA prom
dresses 1 am 4 yet
low. 1 size 8 blue $150
each 2'0 492 861 4
Murray Memorial
Gardens
2 Crypts
inside chapel
$8,500

(270)247-0335
ND Windstorm
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HO Ielernerons
Fiat screen Plasma &
LCD. Rear Proiscson
LG. Toshiba.
also
Hitachi a Sony We
hew a Mega selection
of entseasInment centers & TV carts
01141Wry Antenna
Waft 7$0-0101

coin
BUYINGcid Iaand piper money collecions 293-41009
CASH paid for
good, used guy*
Benson Sparing
Goods. 519S 1201
Murray
ss s•I I (1 111
It •Is t \Ks
• 1•1

pi pt.
•. .01 0.1
.1 1.1 .1, •

1

II

Its 1•‘1!!

for

Avoid inflationary (-051

*No nsk to poncipal because is guaranteed
The rate is subpect to change so call novv
(270)210-2533
If you have, 401-K, 403-8 Stocks: Mutual
Funds. CD's or other retirement investments

I or more information
call Brad 7534801

No phone calls accepted

asneariamovasessain

Protect A Lifetime
Of Savings

"How To

Opportuney

Forward resume, references, and links of recent
work samples to lobseteplogic corn

masonet tor busy physical's
°Mos Medical lancer*
edge required Marl
resume WKS. 300 $
fah Si, Ste 401E,
Murray. KY 42071.

You are Frap.mnible for the deductible that
Medicare dia.,. not pay 8992 on Part A. $131 on
Part 8 Call no- for more information

WWW ISAGENIX CO

Taplocpc. LLC. a Murray-based software development
firm. sestilaB
.
DESIGNER with at least 3 years expe
nonce in
L. OHTML. CSS. and graphic desrgn to HI
senior position Programming background and expen
ence with ASP NET 20. Visual Studio 2005 ancLor
preferred but not required

Swoon now hes a kale* temporary dietary
poon Must be oboe
to wort days, she
moons and weekends
Apply in perms at
Braewswi of Benson
2907 Man Senior
Benton. KY No phone
cols please EOEJAAE

SUPPLEMENT

111•31147$7

Paving - Sealcoating - Hauling
CLEANING tot Homes
or Businesses I have
20 years experience
270-759-9553
WILL clean houses

MEDICARE

avme„nms

470,710WOOF

Spring Creek health Can Facility
Ills position is responsible for assisting
the Food 'Service Director and Duet is ofNutrition in ensunng that patien(s. visitors and employees of Spring Creek
Health Care Facility receive high quality.
nutnWitis meals The shift is I.30 p.m.
9 :H) p.m.

VISA .

ROVEROUNID MPV 4
famine power wheelchair Lae new New
beelines Ovw 96.000
new 270-293-4721
MOTORCYCLE ATV
hetrnMs lor diadem I
JerrYs Swine
Goods. Meollekt

PLAYSTADON 1 a 2
GAMES Now soldftraded at Wood Electronics
on the Court Square
Huge Selection. Great
Prices' 753-0530
SATELLITE SysIern
FREE
Get a 4-room FREE
FREE DVR or HD
upgrade
FREE 6
months of HO programming &HD upgrade
Get months 3 FREE of
HBO ti Cinemax
Programming starts at
$29 99 Pw rno • $5 00
for local nerworks Call
Beasley Antenna &
Softies tor more silo
750-0901 or toll free
677-455-0901
TODDLER Firetwk
bed, Nte new $75 00
Bed siert mamma
106.00.978-2504
WELDERS. TVs. WINosIlensous shop bola.
e quipment
Mwray/Calloenry ATC
ad be Wang surplus
equipment Sepferraw
13 items may be
laftead
Wednesday
arid Thursday it noon
Bid sheets can be
picked up and sutler*
led on the day of sale
unlit noon 753-1870

J
LARGE
SELECTION
I D APPlIANCES
WARD ElkialS

(270 153-1713

KITCHEN table with
leaf and 6 chairs. computer table wvth shell
doll cabinet, queen bed
frame with head and
footboard. Kenmore
18 portable dishwasher. 1 year old. 7671878

2001 Fleetwood 16x8038R 2BA. extra nicer:
270-489-2525
GOVERNMENT
FUNDS FOR 1ST
TIME HOME BUYERSI Zero down, Your
land or family land
731-584-4926 Ends
August 15

LEGACY, almost new
Immaculate 4 piece NEW 31311 singleviscia
bedroom stole Sleigh on 1 acre tot move-in
bed, armoire dress- ready. no rentals
bachelor s $51 500
er mirror
(2701978- •
nightstand Paid over 0921
$3.000. asking Si 998
Older beautiful excellent condition 4 piece
bedroom suite. $1300
Local 761-3266, 270- NICE 2BFI trailer No
pets 753-9666
871-8989
LIKE new crib, draitT
erchanger with hutch
changing pad $750
436-6202

1 OR 2br apts. ries .
downtown
Moffat'',
starling at $200/M0
753-4109
113E1 duplex. CM/AS MI
FEATHERLITE
alu- appliances furnished
rncluding vont no pets
mnus!" flat bed (or a 1
$350 month. 4024 N.'
ton truck. $1 000
436-2731
20' gooseneck with
.
ramps. $2.000 20 tElft duplex 505 Vine
bumper puN natter wan $250 402-8225. 270*dove tart. $1.250 16' 519-2702
bumper pull fust bed I BR,at saolanc..
saw. WO 437-4296
University
22749511
Heights Subdivision,. ,
No' pets
Deposit,
$325/monni 753.4937
or 753-1951
1918. venous location;
SEASONED oak fire- $200-1300. Coleman
wood 830 a ride $50 RE 753-9698
delivered
270-227- 216
bock said hookup.
E002
carport. polo No pets
$355 a month 7538931 or 293-8070
OWNER
FINANCE
'911 316 28A 15 000
down $645 month
acre 72 Sum:lance
753-1011
1994 1640 3EIR IRA
Good condlson. some
appeences Must be
moved $13,500 27005-1101

216 putties 1302
Valleywood $4256no
759.9920 293-1446 •
216 duplex nice
Chlik 11Preances fur
rushed Venous Mu
tiOrla Coleman Re
753-989e
41311 211A, atoppa..
snaps. central 14A
Coleman RE 733 9098

-

2

CLASSIFIEDS

Mumo Ledger & limes

lig

esita

BEL.

310
neat

FEMALE college students need roommate
in
Murray Place.
Everything Included.
Contact Gwen 270828-0685, 270-454
0585 or Murray Mara
LARGE
smoke-free
28R 1E1A. All new cabinets and appliances.
W.DJD.W. Very clean
and stylish_ $450. 416
N. 8th. No pets. 4892741
SOUTHWOOD condominiums. All appliances included. 7679948.

3BR, 1-1(213A, S W of
town, large yard,
garage door opener.
appliances, $750/mo.
+ deposit, references,
NO PETS. 753-7920
COUNTRY
cottage,
furnished, 38R 28A, 2
acres. 2 miles from
town, 2 story $800
226-8085

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

il

lemala For Rent

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Dtuguid Drive • Murray, KY 421171

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m.j6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2BR $340.00
3BR $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants.
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fn
Call today for appoint
merit
753-8221
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Fnday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO #1-800-648-6056
RED OAKS APTS.
SP•cllif
$100 Deposit
1BR $325
2BR $375
Call Today!
753-8668

BOAT STORAGE
AVAILABLE

Howse For Rent

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
Units available. 7532905 or 753-7536.

iBR in county. Lease &
deposit No pets 7530728. 994-3308
1BR. B miles north,
$350 + deposit, no
pets. 753-8582 or 2271935
2 bedroom. w/d, wood
and tile floors, central
heaVair, smoke & pet
free, very nice $575
month 226-8006

271)-7')-4S74

lit)GGESS
S1E1.1,-ST()R.A(.1
"A Beau+ Plax in SionHwy 12IN. across from
lonal Guard
270-759-5555

NEW!

i

G&C
STORAGE and

PROPANE
119E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell (270) 293-4183
9am -4pm M-F

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
NOV. renting
Located at 720 S 41.li St.
270-436-5496

270-293-6906

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
.Inside climate control
storage
-Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGI(
•All Size Units
Available
Now Have w
Climate Control

753-3853

!
4,

A

2 3 & 48R houses
deposit
Lease
&
required. 753-4109
IBA,
newly
28R
remodeled, no pets.
415 S 10th $425
month 270-293-4602
or 270-436-4602
2EIR, stove. refrigerator, mono blonds, carport,
clean. $450 month,
$300 deposit. 407
South 10M. 759-1987
3 bedroom 1 bath
house $700 month No
pets 293-0139 1304
Kirkwood
3511 1.58A. immaculate condition extended lease required, no
pets. References arid
deposit required 1116
Fainter,* Or $850 Per
month 270-293-4602
or 270-435-4602
38R 28A, 3 mikes
Murray
of
South
$575/rno references
Available October 1rst
753-1221 alter 5:00.
9784851
38R foreclosure. Buy
for only $19.990 For
listings 800-560-1951
ext. 5021
38R only $262 per
month 5% down 20
years at 6% APR For
listings 800-560-1951
sat. S891
654 talarback Rd 413F1
28A 2 car garage,
large rooms No peb.
759-1438

E

bel Prop For liwit

3 bay shop tor rent
5450 month Call 7532905
OFFICE or retail space
available Prime location 753-2905, 2931480
e.

galapples
AKC Registered Lab
puppies 2 chocolate, 1
yellow. 437-4327
ANGELFISH, $3 each
270-227-9639
BOARDING.
DOG
486-2741.
DOG Obedience
438-2858
SHIH.TZU
Pomeranian, 3 months
old, black male. $150
000 931-438-7477

AN Real Estate achier
ised in the newspaper
S subject to the
Federal Fair Housing
Act of 1968. as amended, which makes it illegal to advertise any
preference, limitation,
or discrimination based
on race, color, religion,
sex, or national origin,
or an intention to make
any such preference.
limitation, or discnmination. This newspaper
will not knowingly
accept any advertising
for real estate which is
in violation at the law.
Our readers are hereby
informed
that
all
dwellings advertised in
this newspaper are
available on an equal
opportunity basis."

ia

mb Property

END-OF-SUMMER
Sale!
LAKE ACCESS
1+ AC - $34,900
(was $49,900)
wi FREE Boat Slips!
SAVE $15,000! Great
end-of-season deal or
nicely wooded lake
access acreage in premier development on
spectacular Kentucky
Lake! Paved rd, wg
utils. Other parcels
avail at similar savings. Call now 1-800704-3154, x.1506
-160
Horan For $8ale
***OWNER
FINANCING*"
405 S. 5th St. 35R
'IBA. $2,000 down,
$395 month. 753-2222

PRICE REDUCED!
1607 Kirkwood
Excellent location,
remodeled with
elegant updates,

well maintained
For dMails...

270.753-8029

FORECLOSURE! 38R
only $19,990. For listings 800-560-1951 Eno
S020
NEW
construction.
FSBO,
116
Thoroughbred Drive,
Murray Estates. 41313
2.58A, breakfast room,
family room
Floor:
hardwood, tile. carpet.
Nice, priced to sell.
753-3966, 293-9747,
752-0624.
NEW house 1,850
sq.ft. 3813 28A with 40
of
acres
land.
$195.000 Call 731642-7865

1984 Honda Nighthawk
650 New tires & seats
19K moles Nice bike
51,000 978-1313 after

3em

2001 Jeep Cherokee
Alloy
Sport
4x4
automatic
wheels,
transmission,
AC,
power windows, power
locks, tinted windows,
130.000 motes 15,750
270-759-1566
1998 Jeep Grand
Cherokee.
Loaded,
leather and PW winseats
and
dows
55.000 080. 931-4367477

04 Forint& 29K. 7537570
\ 110

11% I
unos is Ali*, pi Hi“
el

-9-761-1111 1

Terry's Decorating
1306-G South 12th St.
Paint & paint supplies: 20-50% off,
Wallpaper: $2, Borders: $1,
Stocked hardwood: $1/sq.ft.,
Tile: 50c/sq.ft.,
Carpet & vinyl pieces: $3-$6
All sales final. 753-3321

Hill Electric
Since 1986
Used Trude

'04 3/4 ton Chevrolet
4x4. Excellent condition, bedliner, aluminum wheels, 6.0 liter
w/chip. Phone
270-978-0565
day,
270-436-5695 night.
'98 S-10 ext. cab 731336-2846

24 nowt salvoes
Res., Corn., & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

753-9562
or your pausting
s
Pressure Washing &
Sealing Decks
Free Estimates
Licensed & Insured
293-6034 436-132.0
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, etc Insured

ULM
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring,
landscaping
teal Vacuuming
Satisfaction guaranteed

753-1816 '227-0611

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
Out garages, gutters.
junk & tree work
A-1 Joe's Mower
repair. pick-up, delivery. 436-2867

you need to
fax your ad,
our number is
(270)753-1927
If

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

NADEAU'S
Construction
•Flooring .Decks
.Vinyl siding •Aii
Home Improvements
(270)978-2111
Licensed/Insured

Black
Fond
2001
Mustang. 42,000 mils*
Cal (270)559-5272
1992 Dodge Spirit
105,000 miles, rune
good $900 437-4499

ri"waNc.-1

AAA HANDYMAN
All types ot carpentry,
additions, decks
Hauling, clean up Junk
Garage, yards,
buildings
Prompt dependable
Free estimates
35 yrs experience
Anytime 753-9210

APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE II PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

AWN All
Nlitchell tiros.
Paving
4),et ael tears rip

759-0501
753-1537

A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured. 4373044
MITAL OP
MURRAY
5'Continuous Gutters,
Garage Door Service &
Repair
Owner: Greg Mans81118

(270) 293414110

TRAVIS
ASPHALT
Pasing.Sealcoating
hiding

270-753-2279
BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel
white rock.
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe

LIur
Cainede
laelos didoewime.
stalaul 4111011111111
MINN&

Whop.

1111110Nan

ommiliame
01117011.111100ZING
D-6 H. 12 ft. blade
clearing, fence rows,
underbrushing. ponds,
waterways
19 yrs experience
Greg %ohne

'270-2134371'
DAVID'S
Cleaning
Service. All external
cleaning. Vinyl, fences,
etc. (270)527-7176

Calhoon Construction, LL{
General Contracting
CommercialIResidential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing
Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs
you don't have time
tor.
Painting, siding, roofs,
decks
293-5438

FREE
rvi

scrap Appliances
Winn(
Metal Steam inclows & Deers
Scrap Metal Moa.Is Jr,
farm E uipir.zr nt Car!rings

21=7,ier

r_

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured. 4892839.

'k\\'ll
11 \I
M ANAGEMEN I
• weekh a .ri,rt ikkups
trash trailer rentals
• construction site cleanups

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

JOE'S JOBS
Small hoti•cluild
lepaii & irtl ss i
Sono? Iriendl.

753-4344• 227-5644

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities

WILDUFE
Food Plot
int!, I sports
Consultants
rites
•Oeer and Turkey
•uted .
Custom planting
1 ree estimates
*Soil testing
-Liming and Fertilizing
•Spraying
*Bedding area Design
and Construction
MILLS & S011
•Wildlife Trees and
Pressure Washing
Shrubs Available
vinyl, wood, brick, sid- (270)293-5519/days
ing, concrete, decks &
498-8950/evenings
more
270-227-6160
I 'SIB IEN1iRrith.1

NEED HELP?
Handyman Setvices.
All remodeling.
No job too small.
Free estimates.
(731)247-3001
(731)363-3511
PURCHASE Area
Hypnoses
Learn Relaxation
Relieve PTSD and
Anxiety.
(270)436-5927

2
black
Labs
(270)705-3555
FREE Firewood
must be picked up
in Murray.(270)3394092

Read the
Classified

SININIONS'S
HANDYNIAN
WORK

Section

ER11 Isilm‘its.

2711-519-85711

daily!

TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288

MISD supports 'High Attendance Day'

Bob Rogers, Murray Independent School
District
(MISD) superintendent, said the
227 Jones St., Puryear,
MISD supports the second amnia! "State
TN 343R 1.58* 1,400
Tuesday.
sq ft , recently com- High Attendance Day," on
Adopted by the Kentucky Board of
pletely
remodeled.
Education and supported by
931-627-0761, 931the The Kentucky Directors
627-1026
of Pupil Personnel(KDPP),
38R 1.58A brick home.
High
this
Annual
thleitleblater • move-in Attendante Day is held
condition. $119,900.
through out the state and is
1116 Fairlane. 270meant to encourage and
293-4602 or 270-435stress the importance of
4602
attendance.
school
4 bedroom brick, 2Attendance is directly corbath, C/H/A. on 2 tots
related with the students'
$165,000. Other listopportunity to succeed, and
ings at
Rogers
this event is meant to foster
altthelistings.com.
positive attitudes about the importance of
(270)753-4109
school.
BY owner 4BR, 28A,
2,300 sq ft_ garage.
Schools through out the state of
vinyl siding, 1 -acre lot
Kentucky will compete for the highest aver12x60 mobile home
age student attendance. The categories of
rented. Five miles
competition will include elementary, middle
North of MSU off hwy
and high schools. Winning schools will be
80. $77,500 (270)898announced within two weeks after the High
7261 (270)558-6868
Attendance Day. Winning schools will

WHEAT straw 83 Per
bake. 270441-18011
mobile number

%%

MOVING SALE

Monde} September 10, 2007 •55

receive a cash prize of $1/student in the
school with a minimum of $500 and a maximum of $1,500. All prizes are to be spent
at the discretion of students with administrative approval.
The resolution was adopted for Kentucky
public, elementary, middle and secondary
schools. Kentucky parents and teachers are
strongly encouraged to participate in "High
AftenthAee Day." -The-Kentucky Board or
Education recognizes and supports this day
to instill the message that school attendance
is crucial to successful education." Rogers
said.
Rita Byrd, president of KDPP,stated "We
instituted the statewide high attendance day
to promote our organization, but more
importantly we want to stress that school
attendance is critical for our children. If
students our not in school they cannot learn
to their full potential."
Rogers said the spirit of this statewide
awareness day is to promote the importance
of attendance in overall academic achievement and state funding for the school system. "More importantly, the state calculates
average daily attendance by the minute.

instead of by the day, or half day. Students
need to realize that tardies and doctor's
appointments, among other periodic school
absences affect attendance funding down to
the minute."
Rogers said throughout the year each
school's principal and their site based councils establish incentives to promote attendance.
During "High Attendance' Day," eaclir
school can compete in one of three categories: elementary, middle, or high school.
Awards will be determined statewide based
on each individual school's performance,
regardless of district.
The purpose of the KDPP is to promote
the advancement of education through services to children; to establish a better relationship between the home and school; to
assist in the advancement of the welfare of
the child; to assist in the professional development of the pupil personnel director, and
to assist in furthering the advancement of
education through community and state support through the Kentucky Directors of
Pupil Personnel.

Horoscope
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for
Tuesday, Sept. 11, 2807:
Much in your life could change
this year. Though at first you
might greet an unexpected event
with some trepidation, if you
just trust, all will turn out better
than your wildest dreams. Your
career might be up for scrutiny
with the possibility of a change
of direction. Internalize the concept that nothing is impossible,
and you will be halfway there. If
you are single. your status could
be subject to direct change. Yes,
a special someone lurks in 2008.
If you are attached, your relationship would benefit from an
infusion of romance and empathy. VIRGO often presents
many different views.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average: 2-So-so:

ARIES (March 21-Anvil 19)
**** Hold on tight, and let
others know your limits Your
role in a project might be most
confusing. Much changes quite
rapidly, as you will see in the
next few weeks Tonight What
you think is impossible could
become possible
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Your creativity is on an
upswing, though avoid any
major risks or moves in the next
few days, if not weeks. A
change could be happening in
the love department, and it
might be for the better Tonight:
Ever playful.
GEMINI(May 21-Jun• 20)
*** If you feel like lounging
close to home or taking the day
off, do. Time for yourself might
be lust what the doctor ordered.
Don't do anything that you don't

by Jacqueline Bigar
have to do. Clear out a problem
through a mental decision as
opposed to an action. Tonight:
Close to home.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
wow** Your style of communicating could be subject to an
update. If you'd like to, try
another approach. Yes, you
might get some strange reactions. Consider signing up for a
workshop on communicating
Tonight: Watch your level of
anger.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Restrain yourself. especially if the matter involves
finances. Just don't make decisions in that realm of your life.
Investigate with the knowledge
that your needs will dramatically
change in the near future
Tonight: Remain conservative
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Everything points to
you, but you might not want to
or shouldn't make any decisions. Today a Solar Eclipse in
your sign could distort the normally rational Virgo. Let sleeping dogs lie and stay nonresponsive concerning actions
and decisions Tonight: Don't let
another goad you into doing
something.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
** Pull back and do as little as
possible Your sense of humor
comes forward and might make
a tough situation a lot easier.
The vote is not in-yet, and you
need to remain open. Take plenty of downtime if possible.
Tonight: Vanish
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Know that what happens today could totally reverse
itself_ Remaining clingy might
not work either. You need to just
observe and trust Friends and
people surround you, but know
that you don't need to make a
decision -- yet. Tonight: Where
your friends are.

SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** No matter what you do
or with whom, there seems to
be a sense of feeling drained.
Do you think you have accepted
too much responsibility lately?
Perhaps in the near future you
might want to change this pattern. Tonight: A force to be dealt
with.
CAPRICORN (Dec.22-Jan. 19)
**** Much more eye-opening information heads your way.
You will have a lot to digest -and quickly at that -- in the next
few weeks. Know that you can
do whatever is required, and
worry less about your abilities.
Tonight: Hop on the Internet or
swap jokes with a pal.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Someone seems to be
fighting for his or her dominance. Still, you feel free to go
on with your daily life. With that

in mind, don't push yourself too
hard. Let others be where they
want to be. Tonight: Say yes or
try to be agreeable.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** You cannot win in an
argument or discussion. Cut
your losses and move on to a
project or something you like to
do alone. Perhaps less contact
might be the way to go right
now. Tonight: You don't always
have to be available.

BORN TODAY
Poet D.H. Lawrence (1 885),
musician Moby (1965), director

Brian De Palma (1940)
•..
Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at http://www.jacqueIlneblgar.com.
(c) 2007 by King Features •

Syndicate Inc.
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looldoeBack
II years ago
Published is a picture of Flaky
Itiserstock accepting corigramla
tams from Katie Carpenter, cc!'
tot. as one of 98 Murray Eleriven•
tar, School students with writings
an the 10th edition of Scnbbles
Magazine
C
A) County High School
Band teceived two distinguished
superior ratings at the Davies,
'
ounty Marching Band Invitational Cornportion at Owensboro
Murray High School Band won
first place in (lass A at the Lime
()al Iligh School Band Festival
at Lone oak
20 years ago
Published is a picture of Construction Worker Kenneth Ckaver
putting a two by four plank in
place while working on the ham datum of the new Glendale Road
(hutch it host building on Glendale Road the church is now
holding stir%Ite% ai the building
at 'seventh and Poplar 'streets Die
photo was by Staff Photographer
Rood luck
Mr and Mrs Ernest Bohan
non will he married 50 years Sept
10
Births reported include a girl
to Becky and tarty sans and a
girl to Marla and R
Govnell Sept 4
Mune, State Cnisersity tAt.
ers won 14 h user the Inisersit of lennessee of Martin in a
football frame at Murray
30 years ago
Published is a picture of tun
struttion work bring done on •
pette•Itiati .itetpatt at the inter
sei. lion ol North 15th alkl Chest
nut Streets arid the feiiming lit
betinul kilieel untien the ove,
pats 11.11. In.WC I INC Ran yes_kuLay sclicu *tillers used hulldoeers to an through the pavement al I ctli Stieet Ille photo
was
Staff Phoiogr.ophei 1-rank
Also riciblished is J

the officers 01 the North Elemen
(41y School Parent-leacher Club
who are I W /ones, Maunta Huy
keen. Karen Goetz, Fay Key and
Ann Brooks
40 years ago
Kenneth Gerald Oshron died
from injuries mod:tined in a automobile accident on Sept 7 in
Morganfield
B 11 Cornett and 1 lip Miller
it Murray are now in Fairbanks
Alaska. storming to help restore
the Baptist Churches who were
recently danuiged by the floods
in August
Births reported include twin
guts to David and Diane Sykes,
Sept_ 7
50 years ago
Murray Stale College us expecting its fourth record enrollment
when registration starts Sept 19
for the 1957-58 year begins Estimates are from 2.200 to 2.400
last year's enrollment was 2,096.
(he September term of Calloway County Circuit Court is
now in session with lodge H H.
Lovett Sr presiding
Serving as officers of Faxon
School Mothers Club arc Mrs
William Dunn. president. Mrs
Euric rhinnpuin. sue president,
Mrs Albert Wilson, secretary, Mrs
lenell Roberts. treasurers and Mrs
Mutt Witham.. reporter
60 years ago
the braining School of Murray State College will open Sept
15 fig the 1947-48 school year
with opening exercises at the Little Chapel at 9 am Charle• Henry
'stamps. 1917 graduate of MIS.
will he speaker, and Res Boron
Kicherson, 1941 graduate of Mrs.
will give the devotion
hc Ihrthplace ol Radio- mossUnbent in Murray was photographed
for the cuiser of the August Issue of -Kentucky Ness,- a trade pert
(slur that goes to every new spa.
per in Kentucky
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COMICS / FEATURES
Teen looks for right words
to support troubled cousin
[WAR ABBY: I am an 18year-old female
I have a
cousin, •Sabrina," who Is 14.
Despite the age difference and
the fact that we live I.000
miles apart, we're quite close.
I know Sabrina adores me, so
I have always tried to set a
good example and try
not to do
things
I
wouldn't
want her to
do
S oh rina has had
some problems in the
past and has
been drag By Abigail
nosed with
Van Buren
anoreaia
I
have tned to be supportive,
but because of the distance I
can't do much more than pray
for her to get through this difficult time
Sabrina Was released from
the hospital in February, and
her mother has told me that
although she knew they would
hate sortie had days ahead of
them, she was sure my cousin
Was on the right track to getting past her disorder
Sabrinas birthday is coming up, and I want to send
her a card In the card I was
thinking about writing something to the effect that No
matter what- you look like. think you are beautiful
-because she is However. I
don't want to have her suddenly try to lose weight again

Dear Abby

Mir/Military
By 11w Assecialed Press
Itslas is Monday. Sept 10
the 254rd uls r,t 21017 there ale
II 2 lass lett in the scat
Highlight in Ilistiay
Sept 10. 11111. an Amer
I, an flat al force conunarelect to,
(111,.er If Perr,
. detested the flotish
in the Hanle ,if Lake Erie during
Ibc

1 41:

On this date
In Ir414 John Smith was cit-.1
prrodent of the lamestown
councrl in Stigma

In 1907. 100 years ago The
first Neiman Marcus &prink-nil
store ,Tened in Dallas
In 1915_ Sen Duey P I ong.
-11w Kim/fish it 1LASII•SAIIJ politics, died in Baton Rouge two
days after being shot
In 1945. Viilkun Quisling was
sentenced to death in Norway lot
collaborating with the Nails the
was exesuted by firing squad in
octiaser 1945 i
In l'ari t 20 black students
entered Alabama public schools liii-

listing a standoff between federal authorities and Gov George C
V.allAl
Inn 1077. konkKted murderer
}Lanni.* Dianclouhr. a 1 unisian
immigrant. became the last per
son to date to he executed by the
guillotine in hance
In 1987. Pope John Paul It
error') in Miarru. where he was
welcomed by President Reagiln as
he heitan a 10 lay tiku of the
I noted States
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Is Coumadin
bad news?

because of my card. Is there
a way for me to politely say
it without runtung the risk of
setting her off again? -- CONCERNED COUSIN IN CALIFORNIA
DEAR
CONCERNED
COUSIN: Yes. Instead of
telling Sabnna,'No matter what
you look like, I think you're
beautiful,' just say you think
she is a wonderful person and
always have. Then add that
you hope she's doing well in
her recovery and that you love
and admire her. That way, your
message will be stronger, and
there will be no possibility of
negative connotations.

DEAR DR GOT : I'm 80
years old, with numerous medical issues. When asked who
my primary care physician is. I
respond, "Dr Gott." It isn't long
before your column will discuss
one of my medical problems
with
better
advice than
from
any
other doctor.
You've
often mentioned
Coumadin
Serves
an
important
purpose, but
you haven't
indicated
why it is
By
Dr Peter Gott aiwaYs
referred to as
a bad drug (rat poison, etc.). It
appears that I am condemned
to using it for the rest of my
days What side effects can I
expect? I find none listed anywhere.
DEAR READER: Coumadin
(warfarin) slows the speed of
blood-clotting when prescnbed in
an appropriate dosage It is ordinarily used in patients who tend
to form clots, such a.s patients
with heart irregularities, venous
thrombosis in the lungs. strokes
and other disorders. Too little
warfarin is of no therapeutic
valu& too much IS dangerous
and can lead to uncontrolled hemorrhaging (This is why the drug
is used in rodent control.)
Patients taking warfann must
be monitored cIoiely for bloodclotting. Inadvertent overdosing
is the major complication of
therapy Other side effects are
mostly insignificant (bruising.
etc.).
I urge patients taking warfarin to discuss the dangers with
their doctors Also, discussion
about length of treatment is use-

Dr. Gott

AO*

DEAR ABBY: I AM ternbly torn. My 14-year-old daughter was molested by my 85year-old father last year while
he was on a visit from his
home in another state. I have
taken her to therapy to help
her work through her feelings.
I have also confronted him
and told him he is no longer
allowed contact with our daughters. However, I have not been
able to sever contact with him.
I love my dad. He is my
only remaining family member. and until this incident he
Was the model of a perfect
father. I don't know how to
deal with these love/hate emotions. Am I being unfair to
my children by not eliminatig this me from,rriy life? _- AMBIVALENT IN CALIFORNIA
DEAR AMBIVALENT: It
would be interesting to know
what
happened
after
the
molestation Was your father
held accountable' A licensed
psychotherapist is required to
report child abuse and/or endangerment to the authorities Did
that happen'
'Model fathers' do not
molest
their
grandchildren
unless they are unbalanced.
Because your father's behavior Was tiUt of the ordinary,
he
should
base
had
a
medical/psychological/neurological examination to &Weitaw whether he's suffering from
dementia or something is physically wrong He might be
more open to it if the alternative is your notifying the
police
That said, put yourself in
your daughter's situation. Had
you been victimized. how
would YOl feel if your mother continued having a relationship with your abuser? OK - now you know how your
daughter feels
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ful Not all patients need warfarin indefinitely During treatment, patients should have
Medic Alert wristband so that in
case of emergency trauma, the
physicians in the emergency
department can be made aware
of the warfWin and Can deal
with the possible consequences
To give you related information. I am sending you a copy
of my Health Report "Consumer
Tips on Medicine" Other readers who would like a copy
should send a long, selfaddressed, stamped envelope and
$2 to Newsletter, PO Box 167,
Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be sure
to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: 1 am 80
years old and have had moderate to severe leg cramps for
many years. I tried many home
remedies including the soap-inthe-bed method. Nothing worked
for me I finally went to my'
doctor, who then prescribed qui;
nine pills. Finally, something
that worked. But now my pharmacist says that he can no longer
dispense quinine pills. Is it safe
for me to use my remaining
supply? My prescnption is still
current. Is there something else
that I can use in its place?
DEAR READER: Quinine
has been pulled from the market for use in relieving nocturnal leg cramps following reports
that it can cause cardiovascular
disease. It also has a host of
other serious side effects and drug
interactions. It is still marketed
under its original use as an antimalarial drug. I recommend that
you dispose of your remaining,
pills and, instead, drink 8 ounces
of tonic water, which contains
less quinine (about 15 milligrams
per 6 fluid ounces) before bed
time. This option is safe. inexpensive and often useful. Your
physician may have other ideas
and is a good place to start.

Dear Abby is written by
Abigail San Buren. also
known as Jeanne Phillips.
and was founded by her mother. Pauline Phillips. V% rite
Dear Abby at www.DearAbby.com or RD. Box 69440. I,os
Angeles. CA 90069.
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South dealer.
Both sides sulnerr h.,
,40141 It
•A 7 5 ;
•Q
•Q 1094
•A 9 1
WEST
LAST
•96 4
•K1 1011
•110-T-4 --V96 3
•7 2
•A 6 5
•10 6 5 2
•K 7 4
SOUTH
•Q
•A K 6 5 2
•K .1 8 3
•Q18
The bidding:
West
East
Smith
Nook
V
1$
Pass
Pass
2•
Pass
3•
Pass
151
ipening lead — hvo of clubs.
Before bridge players learned to
tully apprec late the critical importance if the number 11, the play- of
the hand insolsed a considerable
amount of guesswork But now that
esery one is mathematically wiser,
the game is easier to play correctly
t'ossider this deal fnim the 1951
world charripionship match between
Italy and the I ruled States the bidding went as shown when the Italians
held the Ninth-South cards, and West
113 Ja Ba:ker, playing with John

('rawford) led the deuce of clubs.
Declarer followed low from
dummy, losing to East's king, whereupon ('raw ford returned the king of
spades' This sensational play proved
to be a killer. Declarer now had to go
down one, losing three wade tricks, a
club and a diamond At trick two.
Crawford had played the only card in
his head that could defeat thc co
tractIIrd he led any ii(her spade,
declarer would have made four
notrump
What inspired(rawford to play
the king of spades seemingly from
iiut of the Hue' Actually, it was an
easy play, he had a sure thing going
for him regardless of who had the
queen of spades.
The clue that led to the snack'
return came from both the bidding
and the opening lead. West's deuceof-clubs lead, indicating a four-card
suit, marked declarer with three
clubs. Furthermore, systemically,
South's bidding guaranteed use
hearts and Itiur diamonds (or, possibly, four hearts and foe diamonds)
This let) South with at Most one
spade
The kiag-of-spades ream wa,
therefore sure to work out successfully regardless of South's actual
spade holding that his singleton
spode happened to be the quern
sersed merely to dramatize the correctness of Crawford's play

Tomorrow: A case of finessitn.
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